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Preface 
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Roos Uffink 
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Summary 
 

Background: The ageing of the population is one of the reasons the number of people with 

dementia will increase, which indicates the growing importance of dementia care in the 

nearby future. In the Netherlands, around 65 integrated networks of dementia care exist, who 

aim to improve quality of life by providing patient-specific care and support for people with 

dementia. To manage a network on all levels, a network coordinator is needed. Currently, 

there’s no consensus about the tasks and competencies of the network coordinator of a 

dementia care network.  

 

Aim: To gain more insight in the necessary tasks and competencies of the network 

coordinator of a dementia care network (and in general), to add value to the 

professionalization of the function of the network coordinator, education and recruitment of 

network coordinators and international research. The main research question is: What are the 

necessary competencies for network coordinators of a dementia care network, and how does 

his/her role influence the collaboration in/between dementia care networks? 

 

Methods: The research question is answered through a mixed-methods study. Via a survey 

based on a well-considered theoretical framework, a diverse group of 37 network coordinators 

(NC) of dementia care networks, rated the relevance of certain tasks and competencies and 

their current capability regarding these competencies. Besides, 4 experts in network 

coordination and competency development were interviewed, which strengthened the 

quantitative results. Both types of respondents were also asked to give their view on activities 

of the network coordinator regarding to collaboration in/between networks. Last, correlations 

between demographic information and tasks, competencies were done. 

 

Results: On average, all tasks and competencies from the survey were rated as ‘relevant’. The 

task rated highest was that the NC needs to keep their own position at all times, in between 

different interests (4.86). The tasks rated lowest were the NC being director without formal 

power, the NC needing to control the network and the anchoring of the network by choice of 

formation (all 3.95). The most relevant competencies were ‘a minimum level of Hbo’ and ‘a 

moral compass’ (both 4.81). The least relevant were ‘ensuring openness and group safety’ 

(4.32) and ‘strategic leadership’ (4.35). The NC’s rated themselves best in ‘having a moral 

compass’ (8.46), and worst in ‘speaking up to partners about their responsibilities’ (7.30). 

 

Conclusion: A distinctive competency profile can’t be created yet, because all tasks and 

competencies were rated as relevant. However, an overall conclusion is that, on the basis of 

correlations, NC’s have a strongly shared opinion on what the core of their job consists of. 

Besides, based on the rates of NC’s capabilities, they don’t find themselves best in intellectual 

competencies, though they find intellectual competencies most relevant. A practical 

recommendation is that this list of necessary tasks and competencies should be used when 

recruiting new NC’s. For further research, it is important to test these competencies and tasks 

more, in different care, business and international contexts and ways of research.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

1.1 Problem analysis & Relevance 
1.1.1 Integrated dementia care organized via inter-organizational networks 
In 2016, the number one cause of death in the Netherlands was dementia (Alz. NL, 2017; 

CBS, 2017). “Dementia is an umbrella term for several diseases affecting memory, other 

cognitive abilities and behaviour that interfere significantly with a person’s ability to 

maintain their activities of daily living. Although age is the strongest known risk factor for 

dementia, it is not a normal part of ageing” (WHO, 2017). The ageing of the population, the 

amount of people 65 years or older compared to the amount of people aged between 20-64 

years, is one of the reasons the number of people with dementia will increase. The number 

will increase from 260.000 (2015) to 500.000 (2050), which indicates the growing importance 

of dementia care in the nearby future (Alz. NL & Vilans, 2013). 

Due to comorbid patients, organization of complex types of patient-specific care is 

needed. In general, a network is a construction of relationships between actors, in which it is 

clear why individuals and organizations are linked (Popp et al., 2014). Inter-organizational 

networks can help coordinate when different actors in the field want to cooperate for common 

goals (Popp et al., 2014), for example, organizing care for (comorbid) patients with dementia.  

 

1.1.2 Inter-organizational networks in the Netherlands 
In the Netherlands, around 65 integrated networks of dementia care exist (2017), who provide 

patient-specific care and support for people with dementia care to improve quality of life 

(Pontier, 2018). Some networks struggle with their existence, due to the construction of the 

Dutch financial system or due to regional, individual, organizational issues. In contrast, 

sustainable networks exist, sometimes functioning as independent casemanagement 

organisations (Huijsman, 2017).  

 

1.1.3 Managing inter-organizational networks: the importance of the network 

coordinator 
To manage a network on all levels, a network coordinator is needed. A network coordinator 

constantly needs to switch between strategical, tactical/program and operational level, which 

requires certain competences (V.d. Aa & Konijn, 2001; Steketee, 2007; Huijsman via 

Lappain, 2008).  

Being a network coordinator does not necessarily mean being the leader of the 

network. Rather, they are the people who take initiative in a network and connect people in 

between organizations (V.d. Aa & Konijn, 2001). Collaboration between organizations 

depends strongly on the relationships and competencies of the network coordinators 

(Frederickson, 2007).  

There seems to be consensus about the additional value of the central the role of the 

network coordinator of a dementia care network to the collaboration of different actors in the 

field (Rijken et al., 2016). Provan & Kenis (2008) distinguish three forms of network 

governance: Shared Governance, Lead Organization and Network Administrative 

Organization. The two last governance forms indicate the importance of the network 

coordinator, by determining a coordinator who is argued to be effective.  
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1.1.4 The necessary competences of the network coordinator of a dementia care 

network 
Currently, there’s no consensus about the tasks of the network coordinator of a dementia care 

network (Rijken et al., 2016), though proper network management is established by 

clarification of the purpose, tasks and function of a network (Popp et al., 2014). If the 

purpose, tasks and function of a network need to be clear, the tasks and competencies needed 

to perform these tasks and coordinate a network need to be clear as well. 

However, empirical literature regarding necessary competences of the network 

coordinator is scarce, O’Leary, Choi and Gerard (2012) present a competency set for the 

“successful collaborator”. Besides, Ben Venneman (2010) developed a job description of the 

network coordinator in general, and job descriptions of network coordinators of other types of 

care in the Netherlands exist as well. 

 

1.1.5 Scientific and societal relevance of this research 
This study focuses on development of a competency profile for network coordinators in 

dementia care, which could affect all levels of a dementia care network and network 

coordination in general. The position of the network coordinators (of dementia care networks) 

could be affected by this research, as well as possibilities for financing and education of the 

network coordinators.  

In the meeting of the Dutch organization for all networks of dementia care (Dementie 

Netwerk Nederland, DNN) of November 2016, it became clear that this subject is relevant. A 

workshop about professionalization of the network coordinator was given, with the aim to 

agree on criteria for a job description. For 2018, DNN has set her goals on the organization of 

integrated dementia care and the professionalization of the network coordinator (Pontier, 

2018).  

Lastly, research on professionalization of the network coordinator in general, 

especially regarding to competencies needed for the tasks of network management, is in its 

infancy.  
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1.2 Objective & Research questions 
1.2.1 Aim of thesis 
The aim of this study is to provide more insight in the necessary tasks and competencies of 

the network coordinator of a dementia care network, with the intention to add value to: 

1) The professionalization of the function of the network coordinator, for Dutch dementia 

care networks as well as for networks in general. 

2) Education in the area of network coordination and supply chain management, for 

Dutch dementia care networks as well as for networks in general. 

3) Recruitment of network coordinators, of dementia care networks and networks in 

general. 

4) International research in the area of network coordination. 

 

1.2.2 Central research question and sub questions 
The central research question flowing from the problem analysis, relevance and aim of the 

thesis is as follows: 

What are the necessary competencies for network coordinators of a dementia care network, 

and how does his/her role influence the collaboration in/between dementia care networks? 

 

First, theoretical research needs to be conducted to investigate what theories and models about 

competencies of a network coordinator (of a dementia care network and in general) exist. 

Second, theoretical research will form the scope and means of empirical research. Empirical 

research, with the aim to provide a list of necessary competencies, can be compared to 

theoretical research and used for debate in the discussion section. Last, possible 

factors/activities of the network coordinator with regard to collaboration in/between networks 

will be addressed. The sub-questions of this thesis are: 

1) What are models and criteria regarding a competency profile of the network 

coordinator (of a dementia care network), following the literature? 

2) What are criteria for a competency profile of the network coordinator of a dementia 

care network, following network coordinators, DNN, and network expert opinions?  

3) What factors/activities performed by the network coordinator (of a dementia care 

network) influence collaboration in networks following the literature? 

4) What factors/activities performed by the network coordinator of a dementia care 

network influence collaboration in dementia care networks following the same target 

group used for testing the concept competency profile? 

 

1.2.3 Reading guide 
Since the relevance and aim of this thesis are pointed out in chapter 1, chapter 2 gives a 

framework of all theories known, followed by a thorough choice of theories used for this 

thesis. Chapter 3 describes the methods used for data collection and data analysis. In chapter 4 

the results revealed by this research are defined. Lastly, chapter 5 contains the discussion and 

conclusion section, in which interpretation of the results is done by linking the results to the 

thesis questions, theoretical framework and the broader scientific/societal view. Besides, 

issues regarding data collection or –analysis are discussed and future practical and research 

recommendations are done in chapter 5.  
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Chapter 2. Theoretical framework 
This thesis is based on theoretical concepts, practical insights and previous scientific research. 

In this chapter, the concepts that form the scope of this thesis are discussed.  

First, the difference between a network and chain needs to be clarified, as well as the 

need for a network coordinator for establishment of collaboration between organizations 

(2.1). To develop a concept competency profile for the network coordinator, background 

information about competencies is needed, which is discussed in paragraph 2. Paragraph 3 

discusses the two core models, on which the tasks and competencies found are linked, to 

serve as basis for the topic list and survey (see appendix 9 for full oversight per author). The 

conceptual model flowing from these concepts gives direction to the methods of research, and 

is discussed in paragraph 4. 

 

2.1 The (inter-organizational) network and the establishment of 

collaboration between organizations 

2.1.1. The difference in this thesis: network or chain? 
Many definitions of networks exist. Following Milward & Provan (2006), networks consist of 

two or more organizations that both agree to coordinate and collaborate with each other. 

Besides, these networks are used to exchange information, address problems and 

opportunities, deliver services, and innovate, acquire needed resources together (M&P, 

2006:227). 

The difference between a network and chain is ambiguous in Dutch networks of dementia 

care. Networks are primarily focused on formulating visions and corresponding decision 

making for the network. Chains aim to bring order in a network, by translation of results of 

networks into practice (V.d. Aa & Konijn, 2001:17-19).  

In this thesis, I choose to use ‘network’ for all Dutch dementia parties, because proper 

international literature containing the concept ‘network’ is found more often. 

 

2.1.2. The diversity of definitions of “network” related to network management and 

collaboration 
To be able to answer questions three and four of this thesis, collaboration and especially 

factors or activities executed by the network coordinator that influence collaboration 

in/between networks need to be discussed.  

Generally, collaboration can be defined as “a piece of work that has been produced as 

the result of people or groups working together” (HarperCollins Publishers, 2018). The core 

of network management is the process of dialogue and negotiation, because network 

productivity cannot result from parties who don’t understand the importance of individual 

goals of the network (Milward & Provan, 2006). Most definitions note that networks consist 

of “multiple organizations that are legally autonomous” (M&P, 2006:9). Managing a 

network (or organization in a network) is a “continual balancing act”, because collaboration 

can’t be enforced by command and control. Networks are built around collaboration, and the 

idea of e.g. Mintzberg (1979) of formal control mechanisms is viewed as inappropriate for 

networks (M&P, 2006:228). Networks are non-hierarchical, horizontal oriented, and they see 

trust as essential for networks. 
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Though the study of network is booming, less is written about control of networks (Kenis & 

Provan, 2006). Unfortunately, this is also the case for specific factors and/or activities of 

network coordinators that possibly influence collaboration in/between networks in general 

and also dementia care networks. A few authors describe different factors, but the relationship 

between all authors stays ambiguous. For example, following Webb (1991), major resource 

investment, managerial skill and patience from each of the individual participants is needed, 

to achieve collaborative advantage (Huxham & Vangen, 2000).  

 

Besides, Schruijer (2011) defines the qualities, attitudes and skills of the network coordinator 

to establish collaboration, following Armistead, Pettigrew & Aves, 2007; Chrislip & Larson, 

1994; Crosby & Bryson, 2010; Cummings & Worley, 1993; Ospina & Foldy, 2010. 

The network coordinator needs to have political sensitivity, as in the ability to work with a 

diversity in interests and perspectives. Also, systemic insight is important and the ability to 

handle conflict and to build trust. Power differences between parties need to be neutralized 

and complexity and ambiguity handled. 

 Furthermore, different stakeholders need to be identified as well as interaction 

facilitated between these stakeholders. The network coordinator needs to be able to take and 

maintain a neutral position, and operate without hierarchical authority in a process-oriented, 

serving way. 

 

Third, Agranoff & McGuire (2001) define four categories of the lifecycle of a network, which 

include factors and activities (possibly of the network coordinator) that could influence 

collaboration: 

 Activation: choosing the formation of the network, the organizations participating. 

 Framing: capturing rules, norms, roles and structures of the network. 

 Mobilizing: organization of support and effort. 

 Synthesizing: facilitation of interaction and trust between participants. 

 

2.1.3. The relevance of the network coordinator to collaboration in/between networks 
The control of networks is defined as “the use of mechanisms by actors to monitor the actions 

and activities of organizational networks to enhance the likelihood that network-level goals 

can be attained” (Milward & Provan, 2006:228). To manage a network on all levels 

(strategical, tactical/program and operational), a network coordinator is needed. To be able to 

manage a dementia care network as a network coordinator, certain competencies are required 

(V.d. Aa & Konijn, 2001; Steketee, 2007; Huijsman via Lappain, 2008). Collaboration 

between organizations depends strongly on the relationships and competencies of the network 

coordinators (Frederickson, 2007). Although there seems to be consensus about the value of 

the network coordinator of a dementia care network to the collaboration of all actors related to 

the network, there’s no agreement on certain tasks and necessary competencies of the network 

coordinator of a dementia care network yet (Rijken et al., 2016).  

To come up with a concept competency profile of the network coordinator of a 

dementia care network, background information about the concepts ‘tasks’ and ‘competence’ 

and the translation of them to a competency profile is required, which is discussed in the 

following paragraph. 
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2.2 Competence in general 

2.2.1 Different theoretical views on the concept “competence”  
Though a lot is written about the determination of the concept ‘competence’, not every single 

one of them can be mentioned nor found due to the broadness of it. Several authors add 

relevance to the scope of this thesis. 

On the one hand, competence is described as the ability to apply knowledge to 

perform or deliver a certain task adequately (Mulder 2001; Roe 2002; competentiedenken.nl, 

2010). On the other hand, Vermeylen & Heene (1999) have put the focus in their definition on 

the ability to use resources, by defining competency as “the ability to use resources in a 

coordinated way, to achieve a certain goal” (p.63). V&H also add an important aspect to this 

thesis, by mentioning that skills are the basis of competencies, but that not every skill leads to 

a competency. 

 Mulder (2001) defines ‘competency’ as “the ability of an individual or organization to 

deliver certain performances” (p.3 competentiedenken.nl), which adds the vision of 

competencies delivering performance to this thesis. 

 Third, ‘competency’ is defined as “an underlying characteristic of an individual that 

is causally related to criterion-referenced effective and/or superior performance in a job or 

situation” (Spencer & Spencer, 1993:9). ‘Underlying characteristic’ means that competencies 

are deeply rooted in the personality of an employee, which makes his/her behaviour 

predictable in situations. ‘Criterion referenced’ is used in this quote to make clear that a 

competency gives an indication on who is doing well or not, measured on the basis of specific 

criteria (competentiedenken.nl, 2010).  

 

2.2.2 VIVO vzw, ‘Vlaams Instituut voor Vorming en Opleiding, vereniging zonder 

winstoogmerk’ (2010) 
Besides the view on ‘competence’ by the authors described above, the view of VIVO, a 

Flemish educational institute and umbrella organization in the social profit sector is chosen 

for its insights on what competence is and what it consists of. The project ‘Competent van 

kop tot teen!’ was initiated by VIVO and supported by the European Social Fund (VIVO, 

2010). VIVO is chosen for its broad and practical view on what competence is. Besides, it’s 

also related to the non-profit sector, which benefits the aspect of a competency profile for the 

network coordinator of a dementia care network. The general concept “competence” is 

elaborated below, just as four different types of competencies and the core characteristics of 

competencies.  

 

Competence is the “individual’s capacity to use knowledge, skills and attitudes integrated, in 

function of the daily workplace” (VIVO, 2010). Specific behaviour, determined by underlying 

knowledge, skills and attitudes, reveals specific competencies of an employee: 

1) Knowledge, theoretical and practical, is an individual’s knowing (e.g. facts, 

proceedings) and notions of specific domains (VIVO, 2010). 

2) Skills enable someone to execute (technical) proceedings, based on acquired 

knowledge. Skills are obtained by repetition of certain exercises (VIVO, 2010). 

3) “An attitude is a certain posture, behaviour or way of thinking. Attitudes are a 

combination of a cognitive aspect (the knowing of something), an active aspect (doing 

something) and an affective aspect (being involved in something). Attitudes are co-

determined by convictions, norms and values” (VIVO, 2010). 
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Five different types of competencies exist in general: core (or generic) competencies, function 

specific (or role bound) competencies, individual (or person bound) competencies, technical 

or behavioural competencies (VIVO, 2010). This research focuses on competencies for a 

specific function, the network coordinator (of a dementia care network), which gives a 

perception on this thesis based on function specific/role bound competencies. Though, a 

competency profile is mostly a combination of technical and behavioural competencies, 

which gives a second and third view on this thesis. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: the basis of a competency profile (VIVO, 2010) 
 

To extend the general base of the conceptual model, the following core characteristics of 

competences are defined, provided by VIVO (2010): 

1) “All-in-one”/Indivisible, which means competencies are knowledge, skills and 

attitudes integrated at all times. 

2) Context-bound, which means competencies do not function apart from the context 

in which they function. 

3) Variable/changeable over time: competencies must be learned and maintained. 

4) Competencies become visible by certain behaviour of a person. Characteristics are 

noticeable, objectively. 

 

2.2.3 The difference between a competency profile and a function profile 
Often, the base of a competency profile is a ‘function profile’, i.e. a job description, which 

describes the content of a particular job (duties and responsibilities) and the place of that 

particular job within the setting of an organization (Collins, 2018; VIVO, 2010). A 

competency profile is the aggregate of (sub)competences and behaviour needed, to execute a 

certain function in a particular organization (VIVO, 2018).  

A competency profile differs from a function profile/job description, because 

behavioural indicators needed for a specific function are summarized instead of just tasks of a 

function being summarized (VIVO, 2010). 

 Confusion about when to use the concepts “competency profile” or “function profile” 

is easily made. Therefore, in this thesis “competency profile” is seen as an ‘upgraded version’ 

of “function profile” or “job description”. To come up with a competency profile for the 

network coordinator of a dementia care network, both the tasks and competencies necessary 

for performing these tasks need to be clarified, which starts with a description of the two 

theoretical models chosen in the following paragraph. 

Knowledge | Experience | Motivation | Values | Skills

Knowing | Wanting | Ability to do so

Technical competencies | Career expectations | 
Behavioural competencies
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2.3 The use of two core models as umbrella for the topic list and survey 

2.3.1 The five core tasks of network management: a model by Milward & Provan 

(2006) 
The model of the five core tasks of network management of Milward & Provan is used as 

umbrella model, because it gives a broad view of the tasks. Besides, this is one of the 

scientific models that focuses specifically on the tasks of network management. Below, the 

definitions of the model are defined, together with some examples of the tasks found in the 

documents. These documents are derived from either scientific or practical documents. The 

full overview of the literature study can be found in appendix 9. 

 

1. Management of accountability (M&P, 2006) 

Due to the collective actions done without formal/clear authority boundaries, collective 

problems and free ridership can occur. The management of accountability means that 

monitoring the division of tasks, actions, results of involved network partners is a core task of 

the network manager, to ensure that network partners contribute to the agreements made. This 

can be done via reward (additional resources) or punishment (possible exclusion of the 

network). 

 One of the important examples is that the network coordinator of a dementia care 

network has the task to take control of the network. This means he/she directs/leads 

collaborating network partners and directs projects for quality improvement (Venneman 2010; 

Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia 

NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

 Also, the NC is responsible for the plan of action of the dementia care network and for 

registering, measuring and reporting results to the steering group, municipalities, insurance 

companies and network partners (Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC 

Profile Midden-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia NC Profile 

Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014). 

 

2. Management of legitimacy (M&P, 2006) 

The network needs to strengthen their legitimacy (reputation, acceptation, right of existence). 

For example, the dementia care network needs to be seen as an organizational form, for 

specific forms of interaction and structure and to create capacity to solve/handle problems. 

Management actions focused on creation of legitimacy can create positive attention, like 

possible new partners. 

 One of the examples from the practical documents of dementia care networks is that 

the network coordinator needs to secure implementation and anchoring of the network (CVA 

NC Profile 2012; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). Also, networking, PR and informing is 

a task of the NC. He/she is a catalyser, organizer of the network, and is the link between the 

project group, working group and the network of national/regional/local contacts in care and 

well-being (Venneman, 2010; Dementia NC Profile Midden-Limburg, 2014). 

 

3. Management of conflict (M&P, 2006) 

Conflicts are inevitable, due to the different interests that organizations that participate in a 

network have. E.g., organizations can be competitors on the market. Though conflicts can 
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promote innovative solutions, when occurring too often or badly managed, they can become 

harmful. Therefore, task related conflicts need to be managed, to ensure they will not develop 

into relational conflicts between organizations and/or individuals of dementia care networks. 

 The most mentioned example of this task is the task of being signaller and policy 

advisor as network coordinator. The NC signals problems, monitors and tests whether the 

network works following the plan of action, and anticipates when needed (Venneman 2010; 

CVA NC Profile 2012; Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile 

Zuid-Kennemerland 2015; Dementia NC Profile Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014; Palliative 

phase NC Profile Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

 

4. Management of design (M&P, 2006) 

Stability of the network and its context is a necessary factor for network effectivity. Though, 

tension between the creation of stability and the continuity of flexibility of the dementia care 

network needs to be managed by the correct organizational/governance form. Networks can 

be designed differently depending on tasks, number of partners and trust. Due to all this, 

design of governance and interaction between partners on all levels is a core task of the 

network manager. Besides, partners need to make enough efforts to realize the goals of the 

network. The network manager needs to involve organizations on the appropriate level and 

intensity, due to organizations being involved in several networks. Resource provision is 

based on commitment or used for strengthening commitment. By informing about network 

goals, client satisfaction etc., commitment of partners is likely to be increased. 

 A frequently mentioned task is that the NC is central point of contact. That means that 

he/she maintains contact with network partners and necessary contacts of the dementia care 

network (CVA NC Profile 2012; Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC 

Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia NC Profile Zuid-Kennemerland 2015; Dementia NC Profile 

Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014; Palliative phase NC Profile Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016). 

 Besides, the NC keeps track of the national, regional, provincial, local development 

and follows this development (Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC 

Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

 

5. Management of commitment (M&P, 2006) 

Parties are autonomous, though sometimes in the public domain it is inevitable that parties 

participate in networks. When performance of dementia care networks is high, organizations 

are likely to commit voluntarily to goals and ambitions of the network, and to their own input. 

Because this input is changeable, management of commitment by the network manager is 

necessary. 

 An important task mentioned is that the NC supports and advises organizations of the 

dementia care network in fulfilling their roles (Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; 

Dementia NC Profile Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014; Palliative phase NC Profile Westelijke 

Mijnstreek 2016). Also, the NC directs without formal power (Venneman 2010; Aetsveld 

2018; Dementia Zoetermeer 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017) and he/she is coordinator on 

different levels (Venneman, 2010; Dementie NC Profile Zoetermeer, 2016).  
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2.3.2 A practical view on “competence”: a model by Nieuwenhuis (2017) 
Besides the one scientific study of O’Leary, Choi and Gerard (2012) that examined the skill 

set for ‘successful collaborators’, the model of Nieuwenhuis is used as umbrella model as 

basis for the structure of the survey, due to the broad view the model provides. The concepts 

of the model of O’Leary, Choi and Gerard (2012) are, just as the other practical and scientific 

documents, placed under the umbrella model of Nieuwenhuis (2017).  

 

Like VIVO, the model of Nieuwenhuis (2017) also 

assumes competencies are based on knowledge and skills. 

Though, it mentions attributes as last assumption, and not 

attitude, compared to the model of VIVO. The relevant 

documents and concepts found are placed under the five 

core competencies of this model. The relevant documents 

are derived from either scientific or practical documents. 

The practical documents are for example regional health 

care programs from CVA care or dementia care, or 

governmental files. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: different competencies following Nieuwenhuis (2017) 

 

This model also implies competency development to a certain extend. Coaching on the one 

hand, as in the stimulation and motivation of others regarding to their  

personal development and as in giving and receiving feedback with an open-minded set.  

          

Second, the wish and ability to develop for a broad and lasting employability, the learning 

ability, is needed for development of competencies. Due to time restraints, the possibilities of 

development of necessary competencies will not be included in this study. 

 

The five core competencies differ from more organizational administrative competencies to 

more personal emotional and intellectual competencies. Below the five core competencies are 

defined, with some examples of relevant concepts found and used from the major amount of 

practice documents and literature placed under the definitions. The full overview of concepts 

used can be found in appendix 2. The full overview of the literature study can be found in 

appendix 9. 

 

1. Administrative-organizational competencies (Nieuwenhuis, 2017). These 

competencies are based on structure (process, planning, control) and culture 

(collaboration) and involve the competencies leadership, vision thinking, 

planning and organizing, result oriented and entrepreneurship.  

In O’Leary et al. (2012) this competency occurred as the ability to be goal/result oriented as 

network coordinator or as negiotiation skills. Several literature and practical documents 
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mentioned the skill in group dynamics for this specific type of competency. The network 

coordinator needs to be a kind of ‘connector’ of the network due to connective ability, and 

he/she creates and maintains collaboration (O’Leary et al. 2012; Movisie/VOLON in 

Venneman 2010; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Klijn, Steijn, Edelenbos 2010; Dementia 

Zoetermeer 2016). 

Another important example, which came up in as well literature as practical documents, is 

leadership as an administrative-organizational competency. Leadership, as in directing, 

delegating, controlling, people and relationships, in stimulation to certain directions and 

collaboration, guidance to employees, adaptation of style and method of leadership to 

different people involved (Aetsveld 2018; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 

2016; Huxham & Vangen in Schruijer 2011; Ministery of BZK 2016; National CVA 2012; 

Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 

2. Social-communicative competencies is the second core competency based on the 

model of Nieuwenhuis (2017), which involved the following: collaboration, 

involvement, organizational awareness, networking, persuasiveness, 

communication skills and customer oriented. 

What seems logical, but is established by literature and practical documents, is that the 

network coordinator needs to be a good, effective communicator. As in verbally/written clear 

and decisive (O’Leary et al. 2012; Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Palliative phase 

Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017).  

Besides, environmental sensitivity seems to be important for the network coordinator. 

Sensitive, in being internally/externally informed about organizational, societal and political 

developments, and being able to adjust to the context when needed (Aetsveld 2018; V.d. Aa 

& Konijn 2002; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; 

Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 

3. Intellectual competencies (Nieuwenhuis, 2017), who are built on brainpower, are 

as follows: judgment, analytical ability, craftsmanship, creativity and 

environmental awareness. 

One of the competencies that’s mentioned is tied leadership. It’s the ability to work with and 

give leadership to parties with different interests, identities and perspectives, and is connector 

in this playfield (Aetsveld 2018; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; National CVA 2012).  

  Also, an important competency is the ability to be a leader without formal power, to 

operate without hierarchical authority needed for (tied) leadership (Aetsveld 2018; Dementia 

Zoetermeer 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

Third, a helicopter view, as the ability to look with the overview of all knowledge, 

experiences, insights and visions needed (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 

2016; Ministry of BZK 2016; National CVA 2012). 

Last, several practical documents find the intellectual level of at least HBO(+) 

necessary (Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014; Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; 

Dementia De Bilt 2017). 
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4. Emotional competencies (Nieuwenhuis, 2017) are built on the power of feeling: 

empathy, integrity, self-confidence, courage and stress resistance. 

An example is that the network coordinator should be honest and integer on the daily basis, 

working with a moral compass and therefore serving the public interest (O’Leary et al. 2012; 

Ministry of BZK 2016). Besides, an emotional competency mentioned several times is 

empathy (O’Leary et al. 2012; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016). 

To win trust, the NC must be well in relationship management to build and maintain 

relationships (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016). He/she 

has self-knowledge, as having insight in own identity, norms and values, strengths and 

weaknesses, qualities, competencies, interests, ambitions and behaviour, and the effect of this 

on his/her decisions and context (Venneman 2010; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Ministry 

of BZK 2016). 

Last example of a mentioned emotional competency, the NC is a motivator, stimulator 

and supporter of the ones involved in the network (Huxham & Vangen in Schruijer 2011; 

Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia Zoetermeer 2016). 

 

5. Task-oriented competencies (Nieuwenhuis, 2017) have to do with 

decisiveness/vigour: initiative, dedication, flexibility, quality awareness and 

decisiveness. 

A task-oriented competency is for example the flexibility of the network coordinator. The NC 

needs to take on many different roles and tasks, and must be able to work in different 

situations (O’Leary et al. 2012; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; National CVA 2012). Also, he/she 

needs decisiveness and persuasiveness, to set limits for the sake of the network, and to 

support his/her chosen position with facts. The NC takes action of time, stays focused on the 

goal despite distractions and opposite perspectives (O’Leary et al. 2012; Toezicht Sociaal 

Domein 2016; Ministry of BZK 2016; Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 

Another example is that the NC needs to have technical knowledge of the subject, in 

this case knowledge of the dementia care (O’Leary et al. 2012; Palliative phase Westelijke 

Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). Besides, the NC is creative, pioneer and stimulates 

creativity (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; 

Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

Last, project management and organization skills are needed. As in indication in a 

concreate and measurable way what the goal is (what domains and what terms), and in the 

ability to determine priorities effectively, with actions, timespan and resources (O’Leary et al. 

2012; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; National CVA 2012; Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 
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2.4 The conceptual framework 
The conceptual model flowing from the discussed concepts in the previous paragraphs will 

give direction to the methods of research. 

Figure 3. Conceptual model 

 

General background information on the concept competence and the core tasks of the network 

managers can give clarity for the creation of a competency profile. Clarity about a 

competency profile (from theory and empery) gives clarity about the function and relevance 

of the network coordinator of a dementia care network for several stakeholders. Besides, the 

development of such competency profile, gives possibilities for further research and education 

concerning network coordination. E.g., in September 2018, a network coordination course 

will take place in the Netherlands in which the theoretical and empirical research of this thesis 

fit perfectly. Development of competencies is not part of this thesis due to time constraints; 

thus, the rectangle is striped. With the results of this study, network effectiveness is expected, 

resulting in possible higher quality of life for the client/environment with dementia. 
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Chapter 3. Methods 

3.1 Study Design 
This research can be characterized as a mixed methods research. Mixed methods research is 

“the class of research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative 

research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into a single study” 

(Johnson & Onwuegbuzi, 2004:17). Mixed methods research is used for induction and 

deduction. Induction on the one hand, can be used for “discovery of patterns”. Deduction is 

used for “testing theories and hypotheses”. Last, abduction is used for “uncovering and 

relying on the best of set of explanations for understanding one’s results” (De Waal, 2001).  

 Using the strengths of both quantitative and qualitative methods for research, a part of 

the complexity of social and health science research can be overcome. Mixed methods 

research gives a broader understanding of research problems (Creswell, 2009). 

 

To have interviewed all relevant respondents for the development of a competency profile, the 

timespan was too small (3-4 months). Therefore, to include all relevant respondents, 

questionnaires are used. Second, to elaborate on and complete the quantitative findings, 

qualitative in-depth interviews with experts on network coordination are held. The research 

problems are understood better by utilizing both qualitative and quantitative research. The 

expert interviews (qualitative) can strengthen the surveys (quantitative), and vice versa. 

After the thesis plan was approved end of February 2018, the second part of the thesis 

trajectory ran from March to mid-June 2018. The exactly timespan in which particular parts 

of the research were done can be found in the logbook, see appendix 7. 

Almost immediately after the thesis plan approval, the in-depth interviews were 

planned with the experts. The interviews were held simultaneously as the theoretical 

framework was elaborated. This was done, to capture extra ideas on what to ask the network 

coordinators via the survey. The topic list for the interviews was based on the broad 

theoretical framework from the thesis plan. Though it was broad, the core of the necessary 

information was there already when the expert interviews were held. Alongside the expert 

interviews, the theoretical framework was only sharpened by excluding too broad theoretical 

perspectives. 

To be able to develop the survey for the network coordinators of dementia care 

networks, first, the theoretical research and theoretical framework needed to be elaborated. 

During that period (and besides interviewing the experts), two core models were chosen as 

umbrella for the two core topics asked out in the survey. All theoretical and practical findings 

were placed under these two models. Thereafter, per category of competency or task, the 

types of questions were defined.  

 

3.1.2 Advantages & Disadvantages of mixed methods research 
Mixed methods research allows this thesis to be well-validated and have substantiated 

findings. The different types of data add different perspectives to the study. Via this way, 

qualitative and quantitative data can strengthen each other. 

 Though, this elaborative research is time-intensive, because of creation (survey and 

topic list) and analysis of both text and numeric data. It is required to be both familiar with 
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quantitative and qualitative forms of research. Lastly, when comparison of results is done, it 

may be difficult to resolve problems during comparison. A new project could be started to 

resolve these comparison problems. 

 

3.2 Participants 
All 65 network coordinators (hereafter NC’s) of Dutch dementia care networks are 

approached. The input of the NC’s is one of the most important, because this research is about 

professionalization of their own function. Co-operation overall was good due to the 

connections with the field of the two supervisors and the researcher from previous work 

experience. To create diversity, a heterogenic group for this research is chosen, consisting of 

NC’s from different regions and expert opinions with different types of expertise. 

Unfortunately, due to absence of network coordinators till later than May/June, about 10 

network coordinators of 65 were not able to participate. From the 55 network coordinators 

left, 37 network coordinators (67%) of all regions of the Netherlands participated in the study 

(see table 1 of appendix 1 for the names of the networks). In total, four experts are 

interviewed (see table 2 of appendix 1 for their CV’s).  

 

3.3 Data collection methods 
Firstly, the theoretical framework is elaborated and sensitizing concepts created, which 

shaped the questionnaire and topic list. The design is based on: 

 The three core characteristics of a competency visible through behaviour: skills, 

attitude and knowledge. 

 The competencies were grouped under the model of Nieuwenhuis (2017), while the 

tasks were grouped under the model of Milward and Provan (2006). To determine 

which competency or task to ask out in the survey, it was decided to ask out a topic, if 

the topic occurred three times or more in the theories and documents found or if the 

topic was repeatedly mentioned by the experts during the interviews. The overview of 

the part of the literature study on which questions are based can be found in appendix 

2. All SPSS-variables are available in appendix 3. To avoid unfocused respondents 

due to a too long survey, the task section was shortened and combined in many 

different ways and concept versions. The core goal of this research is to come up with 

a concept competency profile, so the core focus of the questionnaire was to ask out 

which competencies the network coordinators found necessary. 

 

3.3.1 Quantitative data collection 
The digital questionnaire was made with Google Forms, because of its free possibility to use 

an unlimited amount of questions. The questionnaire was the same for every respondent, for 

reliability and triangulation causes. Three NC’s called the researcher, after the survey was 

sent to the respondents. They called for clarification and to give specific notes for the 

research. Respondents are approached and asked for permission, to use and record the data 

anonymously (though recognizable by the researcher). The procedure of the quantitative data 

collection was as follows: 
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1) An announcement of this thesis research was done by the chairman of DNN in the 

DNN newsletter of 20-03-2018. 

2) After the survey was finished, it was checked by the two supervisors and the 

chairman of DNN. See appendix 4 for the survey. 

3) The email with the survey was sent to the network coordinators on 23-04-2018. 

4) A reminder e-mail was sent two weeks later, on 01-05-2018. Besides, the second 

reader, Robbert Huijsman sent two strengthening e-mails to provide even more 

response.  

5) Finally, on 25-05-2018, N=37 (67% of 55). All quantitative data derived from the 

questionnaires was entered in SPSS v20. 

 

3.3.2 Qualitative data collection 
Four experts were interviewed, due to their expected abstract critical view on network 

coordination. First, the experts were contacted via the supervisors or via the researcher. All 

interviews were held between 30-03-18 and 16-04-2018. All interviews are conducted before 

and besides development of the survey, so experts could be asked for feedback and additions. 

See appendix 1 for the CV’s of the experts. All respondents for the in-depth interviews are 

expert on network management and/or competency development and have practical project 

experience for years. The intention of the in-depth interviews was to strengthen and to add 

information to the quantitative results. See appendix 3 for the topic list, consisting of 

open/semi-structured questions, with possibilities to ask further questions. All interviews are 

recorded and transcribed for analysis purposes. 

 

3.4 Data-analysis 

3.4.1 The quantitative approach 
The questions were based on a 5-point Likert-scale, providing interval data, that is needed for 

correlation purposes. The data did not have to be tested for internal consistency with 

Cronbach’s alpha, because every question regarding tasks or competencies were separate 

from each other and didn’t have to be combined to one scale. 

The quantitative results are mostly used for descriptive statistics, because this study 

investigates which tasks and competencies are most important/necessary for the job of 

network coordinator, following network coordinators of dementia care networks themselves. 

Descriptive statistics include means, minimums, maximums and percentages, to be able to 

create a competency profile for the network coordinator. 

Besides descriptive statistics the variables concerning tasks, competencies and 

demographics were tested on normal distribution, for correlation causes. The Shapiro Wilk 

test is used for normality, because of its reliability for smaller samples. When the sample is 

normally distributed, Pearson will be used for correlation. Otherwise, the distribution free 

Spearman correlation will be used. The following demographic information is used to 

correlate the different tasks and competencies: education level, number of partners of the 

network, number of networks coordinated by one NC, number of hours of contract of NC, 

number of years as NC in this specific job. A correlation close to 0 is called ‘neutral’, 

meaning there’s no correlation. When the correlation is between 0.1 and 0.3, the correlation is 
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stated to be low. Between 0.3 and 0.6 the correlation is stated as mediocre. From 0.6, but 

preferably from 0.7, the correlated is stated to be high. When the correlation is 1, the 

correlation is ultimately high. 

 

3.4.2 The qualitative approach 
After transcription of all interviews, coding and analysis has taken place in several steps, 

based on Creswell (2003): 

- “Open coding”, by reading the transcript and indicate per fragment what the main 

theme is. 

- “Axial coding”, by comparing the codes from step 1, then merging related codes into 

“overarching” codes. Note that several codes could belong to several “overarching 

codes”. Via axial coding, main categories/themes will be derived from the texts. 

- Last, “selective coding” could build a theory on necessary tasks and competencies of 

the network coordinator and the factors/activities of the network coordinator that 

could influence collaboration in/between networks. This is done by providing 

subthemes for the main themes. 

 

Due to the fact every expert was a different type of expert in the field, the experts could not be 

compared on the basis of their backgrounds. Rather their view and opinion is being compared, 

with the purpose to add value to the quantitative results on the basis of level 4 of scientific 

evidence (expert opinions). Therefore, the coding of every interview is different. See 

appendix 4 for the coding tree. 

The strategy for the use of the qualitative results was as follows. Firstly, it was found 

out with open coding what the experts found necessary tasks and competencies of the network 

coordinator, and factors/activities influencing collaboration in/between networks. Thereafter, 

the codes and concepts were related to the conceptual, theoretical framework and it was found 

out what corresponded and what didn’t. Besides it was investigated what corresponded with 

the quantitative results and what things added a totally different perspective to the results. 

 

3.5 Validity & Reliability 

3.5.1. Validity 

The elaborated framework made sure the operationalization of the concepts was done in a 

sufficient way. With a broad selection of respondents, collection of representative data 

containing all aspects needed is achieved. 

 The design of the questions made sure undesirable outcomes or socially desirable 

outcomes are prevented. By elaboration of the framework, the right questions are chosen. 

There was no possibility of “I don’t know” to force the respondents to think the questions 

through. Besides, the questions contained broad definitions of the asked items, to avoid 

interpretation of the concepts by the respondents themselves and bias amongst the 

respondents. 

During the research, respondents are asked to confirm the results derived from the data 

(member check). Due to a large enough sample (N=37, 67% of all available network 

coordinators of dementia care networks), this research is generalizable to the population.  
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3.5.2 Reliability 
Reliability is achieved by triangulation in research methods (Green & Thorogood, 2014).  

After transcribing all recorded interviews, the interpretations and coding are discussed with 

students, supervisors and academic readers, to ensure that the analysis is based on peer-

review. Besides, the summaries and transcriptions are checked by the experts themselves. 

Though literature on the competencies needed for network management is scarce, one 

elaborated scientific study was used besides a broad selection of practical and general 

scientific documents/studies. A thorough literature study is done. Therefore, the theoretical 

framework is elaborated enough to have based this research on. Lastly, the questionnaire was 

max. 20 minutes long, to avoid people getting tired and unfocused due to the length. To 

achieve this goal, the task section was shorter than the competency section. 
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Chapter 4. Results 
In the following chapter, the results and observations found are discussed. It becomes clear 

what tasks and competencies are found as most and least necessary by the network 

coordinators of dementia care networks. Besides, correlations between demographic 

information and tasks and competencies are made. Per task- and competency category of the 

model used from the theoretical framework (Milward & Provan and Nieuwenhuis) is 

discussed what is expected to be found and what is actually found following the survey. A 

few results from the expert interviews are discussed. Though, these qualitative results have an 

elaborative character, and are used to interpret and define the results of the survey in the 

discussion section of this thesis. 

 

4.1 The population studied: network coordinators of dementia care 

networks and experts on competency development and network 

coordination 

4.1.1 Network coordinators of dementia care networks 
In total, 37 respondents filled in the online survey via Google Forms. These respondents were 

all network coordinators of at least dementia care networks, with one exception of a 

respondent was former network coordinator for 2,5 years. 4 men (10,8%) and 32 women 

(86,5%) participated. One respondent didn’t mention his/her gender (2,7%). 

 

 
Figure 4. Differences in participating regions  Figure 5. Differences in education of network coordinators 

 

The respondents were mostly originated in the south of the Netherlands. Besides, most 

network coordinators were university or applied university educated. 

The specific names of the networks that participated are listed in table 1, appendix 1. 6 

network coordinators decided to stay anonymous and did not mention their network name. 

 

 

Education

VWO (Post-)MBO (Post-)HBO (Post-)WO

Regions

North East South West
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Table 3. Demographic information of networks and NC’s 

 

To zoom in on the network coordinators, most network coordinators affirm that they 

coordinate 1 network at a time. Beside dementia care networks, NC’s stated they sometimes 

coordinated other networks (>2 networks) as well, e.g. concerning non-congenital brain 

damage, geriatrics, CVA or asthma. The different organizations participating in the networks 

largely correspond with each other. Most networks consist of hospitals, municipalities, 

geriatric organizations, informal care support, general practitioners, patient organizations like 

Alzheimer Nederland, financial organizations, (independent) casemanagement organizations 

and home care organizations. Concluding, enough diversity concerning network coordinators 

is achieved in this study. Participating network coordinators came from different regions, 

coordinate few or many years, for few or many hours per week and coordinate one or more 

network. This diversity promotes the validity of this study. 

 

4.1.2 Expert opinions 
In total 4 experts with differences in expertise were interviewed. All experts were asked for 

permission to use their name and background information in the thesis. Three men and one 

woman were interviewed, who work(ed) in almost every region throughout the Netherlands. 

In table 1, appendix 1 you can find their specific CV’s. Due to the different backgrounds of 

the experts, the overall view on the necessary tasks and competencies of the network 

coordinator is broadened. This diversity promotes the validity of this study. 

 

 

 

Demographic information Mean Min. – Max. 

Amount of network partners 

(org.’s participating in the 

network) 

24.83 6 – 108 

Number of networks 

coordinated by NC 

1.43 1 – 7 

Number of hours NC has for 

job 

20.95 (hours per week) 4 – 36 (hours per week) 

Number of years NC work 

in this particular function 

5.76 years 0.08 – 18 (years) 
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4.2 Necessary tasks of the network coordinator  
A lot of general literature is found on this topic. Therefore, a priority list of possible necessary 

tasks was made out of the total list. Tasks mentioned >= 3 times or more, or tasks mentioned 

explicitly during the expert interviews, were listed in the final survey. Because the survey 

wasn’t allowed to be too long, the task section was revised and questions combined many 

times, therefore restricted to a few questions per category of Milward & Provan. The network 

coordinators were able to score on a Likert-scale from 1 (totally not relevant) to 5 (totally 

relevant). 

 

Task type (in key words) Mean 1(-)-5(+) Min. Max. 

Management of accountability 

1A: responsibility plan of action 4.65 3 5 

1B: control and support of the network 3.95 2 5 

Management of legitimacy 

2A: anchoring network- choice and mobilization network 3.95 2 5 

2B: networker, informer, PR, connector 4.73 4 5 

Management of conflict 

3A: signaller, monitor, anticipation when needed 4.43 2 5 

3B: keeps own position, serves whole network 4.86 3 5 

Management of design 

4A: central point of contact, follows developments 4.43 3 5 

4B: member DNN 4.16 2 5 

Management of commitment 

5A: director without formal power 3.95 3 5 

5B: coordinator on different levels of networks 4.30 3 5 
Table 4. Outcomes of data concerning tasks. Red = lowest rate, green = highest rate, yellow =biggest 

difference in minimum-maximum 

 

An overall outcome is that all tasks were averagely rated as at least ‘important’, because the 

means of all tasks > 3 (bigger than just ‘neutral’). The averages lay between 3.95 and 4.86. 

An outstanding result is that there are also tasks rated as “not important”, because minima of 

2 are rated by the NC’s. Below, the results of the questions from the survey based on the 

possible core tasks are briefly discussed. The results of the expert interviews corresponding 

with certain tasks from the survey are mentioned as well. 

 

4.2.1 Management of accountability 
In the theoretical framework, this task is defined as monitoring the division of tasks, actions, 

and results of involved network partners. It is expected that this task is definitely one of the 

core tasks of the network coordinator, due to its overall coordinating role of the whole 

network.    

 

 Task 1A was formulated in the survey as follows: 

The network coordinator is responsible for drafting, evaluating and adjusting the plan of 

action of the network, and for the report of the results to the steering group of the network 

(and other stakeholders). 

The responsibility of task 1A should –on the insights of the theories that are studied- be 

highly rated, because it’s an overall coordinating function. The expectation of a high average 

concerning the relevance of this task, is met. 
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 Task 1B: The network coordinator has control over the network, by supporting 

network partners in their tasks of quality improvement of the network. This can 

have an informal as well as a mandate character. By doing this, the network 

coordinator keeps the autonomy and interests of the different participating parties 

in mind at all times. 

A result is the big width between the minimum (2) and the maximum (5). Some respondents 

seem to find control of the network a ‘not relevant’ (2) task, which is interesting. Though, the 

average states control and support of the network does seem to be a relevant task of the 

network coordinator. 

 

4.2.2 Management of legitimacy 
In the theoretical framework, this task is based on the need for strengthening the legitimacy of 

the network. It is expected that this is a core task of the network coordinator, due to the 

importance of the existence and formation of the network.  

 

 Task 2A: The network coordinator chooses the formation of the network and 

mobilizes this, what could provide anchoring of the network. 

With the rate of a minimum of 2 by NC’s, the expectation is not totally met, because some 

NC’s find the choice of formation of the network a ‘not relevant’ task of the NC. 

 

 Task 2B: The network coordinator needs to network, inform parties and execute 

PR, as a kind of catalyser, organiser and connector of network partners. 

Networking and informing as a task of the NC is rated with a minimum of 4, meeting the 

expectations. Following the literature, communication is a very important task of the NC and 

it seems the NC’s find it important themselves as well. 

  

Two experts mentioned that the NC should have a strong information position, which fits the 

task of being well informed and being a networker in/between networks. A strong information 

position is needed, so that unnecessary processes in the network can be reduced: 

 

“..But the chain says that you have to go to the general practitioner every half a year. The 

chain finds that you have to go to the dietician every three quarter a year ... If you (referring 

to the NC) have your information position in order, you (referring to a client) can prick 

yourself, then you know your blood values, then you see them on your system, then you know 

when there’s something wrong ... When you’re a smart diabetes patient, you don’t go to your 

general practitioner all the time.”  

(Steketee, 2018)1 

 

Also, two experts mentioned the NC to have the task of keeping the network alive, by being the 

connector of network partners and by bringing a lot of knowledge: 

“There you have to be on the tactical level, especially. There you have to be a connector for 

sure. So, bring a lot, inject a lot and give a lot.” (Steketee, 2018)2 

                                                 
1 “..Maar de keten zegt dat je elk half jaar naar de huisarts moet. De keten vindt dat je elke weet ik veel 

driekwart jaar naar de diëtist moet ... Als je je informatiepositie op orde brengt, je kan jezelf prikken, dan weet 

je je bloedwaardes, dan die je op het systeem, dan weet je dus of er iets aan de hand is ... Als je een slimme 

diabetespatiënt bent, ga je niet elke keer naar de huisarts.” 
2 “Daar moet je op tactisch niveau vooral zitten. Daar moet je zeker een verbinder zijn. Je moet netwerken 

levend zien te houden. Dus veel brengen, veel injecteren, veel geven.” 
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4.2.3 Management of conflict 
In the theoretical framework, this task is about managing task related conflicts, to prevent 

appearance of relational conflicts between organizations and individuals. It is expected that 

this is a core task of the network coordinator, due to the importance of collaboration between 

partners that is needed for an effective network. 

 

 Task 3A: The network coordinator signals problems, monitors and tests whether the 

network works following the plan of action, and anticipates when needed. 

What stands out is the minimum rate of 2 for this task. It was expected that signalling 

problems and anticipating on them is surely a task of the NC. Though the average is 4.43, not 

all NC’s seem to find this task relevant. 

 

Following two experts, solving structural problems on a higher strategical level is also a task 

of the network coordinator. This task is relatable to task 3A about the NC signalling problems 

and anticipating when needed. An example of network coordinators being acute problem 

solvers instead of being structural problem solvers: 

 

“..on a certain point you have to think strategically a bit, why don’t specialists mark their 

clients? Then you don’t get a view on where your clients are. So you keep on pushing away, 

solving the small ‘fires’ and problems. I see a lot of coordinators who are acute problem 

solvers. That gives a lot of satisfaction, because you’re solving problems, but you have to 

work on the structural side as well. ... It’s about the network, so you have to make 

collaboration work in the network. That needs strategical thinking as well.” (Steketee, 2018)3 

 

 Task 3B: The network coordinator keeps their own position and vision in the middle 

of different local/regional/national/political interests, therefore serves the whole 

network (not merely one party). 

With an average of 4.86, this task is rated highest by the NC’s. This meets the expectations, 

because the literature and expert opinions believe in the independency of the NC and thus the 

task of keeping his/her own position and vision in the middle of all that’s happening around 

them. 

 

Also in a conflict, an expert is convinced of the own independent position the network 

coordinator needs to keep: 

 

“..He must be able to manage conflicts, so on the moment professionals stand on the opposite 

sides of each other, and when interests come in play ... he must divide this and he must be 

able to stand above the parties.” (De Vries, 2018)4 

 

 

                                                 
3 “..je moet op een gegeven moment een beetje strategisch denken van waarom markeren bijvoorbeeld nou die 

specialisten niet? Dan krijg ik dus niet een beeld van waar m’n klanten nou zitten. Dus dan blijf je maar 

wegwerken. En ik zie een hoop regisseurs dat zijn probleemoplossers. ... dat geeft veel voldoening natuurlijk 

want je bent probleem aan het oplossen, maar je moet ook aan de structuur werken. ... het gaat over het netwerk, 

dus je moet het netwerk goed laten samenwerken. Dus dat is ook een beetje strategisch denken..” 
4 “..hij moet ook conflicten kunnen managen, dus op het moment dat er professionals tegenover elkaar staan, 

belangen de rol gaan spelen ... dan moet ie dat uit elkaar kunnen houden en dan moet ie er boven kunnen 

staan.” 
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4.2.4 Management of design 
In the theoretical framework, this task is about managing the tension between stability of the 

network on the one hand and flexibility on the other hand. It is expected that this is a core task 

of the network coordinator, because it’s important to create a stable network for effective 

collaboration and thus an effective network. 

 

 Task 4A: The network coordinator is the central point of contact and keeps all 

necessary contacts intern/extern the network. Besides, the NC follows all 

national/regional/provincial/local developments. 

This task is averagely rated as important and at least rated as ‘neutral’. This stands out, 

because as organiser of the collaboration of all network partners, this task should be 

extremely relevant. 

Two experts mentioned that network coordinators should have a strong information 

position, which suits this task of the NC as well. 

 

 Task 4B: The network coordinator is member of ‘Dementie Netwerk Nederland’ 

(DNN). 

What stands out is that some NC’s rated this task as 2, ‘not relevant’. Apparently, a 

foundation that makes itself strong for the position of the network coordinator is not relevant 

for all network coordinators.  

 

4.2.5 Management of commitment 
In the theoretical framework, this task is about managing commitment and participation, to 

ensure good outcomes of the network. It is expected that this is a core task of the network 

coordinator, due to the importance of positive outcomes of the network and due to the 

changeability of outcome, commitment needs to be managed. 

 

 Task 5A: The network coordinator is director of the network, without formal 

position of power. 

 Task 5B: The network coordinator is coordinator on different levels of the network, 

e.g. the strategical, tactical/program, operational level. 

Averagely seen, the NC’s find both these tasks relevant (mean = around 4), other as highly 

relevant (5) or as neutral relevant (3). 

 

All four experts mentioned the importance of an informal leader as network coordinator. 

Following experts, NC’s have the task to direct without formal position. The following quote 

illustrates that well: 

 

“.. But every network coordinator, in any form, in every context whatsoever, in general has to 

do with coordination without hierarchical authority. .. In fact, you have no official 

hierarchical mandate, but you could influence informally. So who are you, that you will 

manage to talk with these people sitting together, and make plans with them. .. So the 

monitoring, the coordination of these collaboration processes is without hierarchical 

mandate in general.” (Venneman, 2018)5 

 

                                                 
5 “..maar elke netwerkregisseur, in welke vorm dan ook, in welke context, heeft over het algemeen te maken met 

het regisseren zonder hiërarchische bevoegdheid. .. Je hebt in feite geen zeggingsmacht, maar zeggingskracht. 

Dus wie ben jij, dat je het voor mekaar krijgt met deze club mensen die we nu bij elkaar hebben en daar kan je 

mee in gesprek blijven, plannen gaan maken. .. Dus het monitoren, het regisseren van dit soort 

samenwerkingsprocessen is gebaseerd zonder hiërarchisch mandaat over het algemeen.” 
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4.2.6 Missing tasks (in the survey) following network coordinators 
Network coordinators were able to add necessary tasks as well. In total, ten respondents added 

a task to the survey. The most common are discussed.  

One network coordinator mentioned that NC’s should be able to influence policy on the 

municipal and health care domain, on the basis of national insights and best practices from 

other networks. Second, the NC was mentioned as being the regional point from where 

information, knowledge is collected and spread, as a kind of regional knowledge base. 

 Besides signalling of and anticipating on problems of collaboration in and between 

networks, the NC needs to signal problems in execution of dementia care from a client point 

of view. Innovation promotions on all kinds of domains is a task of the NC as well. E.g. 

further development of the function of the network for activity, collaboration and cross-

domain purposes. The NC should have regular contact with the casemanagers and help them 

solve common bottlenecks by organisation of intervision opportunities.  

 

4.2.7 Expert opinions on necessary tasks of the network coordinator 
Other important tasks mentioned by experts were e.g. that the NC always has to have the 

demand of the inhabitants of the certain region in mind. The task of the NC in this is that 

he/she has to make the demand explicit and the number one priority, because the demand of 

inhabitants doesn’t have to be the same demand or interest of organizations in the network. 

Besides, make use of the power of the community (“gemeenschapskracht”). Be aware and 

make use of the vital people in the neighbourhood that still can and want to participate in the 

neighbourhood: 

 

“Decentralisation has been. The inhabitants, an enormous powerful group of vital elderly 

said, hey we can organize this way better. .. How will I deploy these active inhabitants, I call 

it “community power”, how will I employ this, not in the network, but on the scale level of the 

neighbourhood? ... It’s about the demand of the inhabitants. That’s why you do it, and if you 

don’t know that, you are put on the wrong foot and do the wrong things. (Van der Aa, 2018)6 

 

4.2.8 Conclusion paragraph 4.2 
All tasks were expected to be of relevance, due to the thorough literature study that was done 

by the researcher, resulting in the choice of relevant tasks for the survey. The overall result is 

that all tasks were rated as at least ‘important’ (mean >3). Minima of 2 ‘not relevant’ were 

rated, but never 1 ‘totally not relevant’. 

 Management of accountability: Because the job of the NC is to be an overall 

coordinating function, it was expected that task 1A, concerning to the responsibility the NC 

has for the plan of action and reporting the results to the outside world, would be rated as 

highly important. It was rated between ‘relevant’ and ‘totally relevant’. 

 Management of legitimacy: The expectation that the NC should choose the formation 

of the network is not totally met. Least this task is rated is ‘2’, not relevant. NC’s confirmed 

that they’re not on their own to decide what’s going to happen and who will join. 

 Communicative skills were mentioned as one of the most important by as well 

scientific as practical documents. This expectation is well met, as task 2B (concerning 

networking) is being second best rated task on average. Also, experts confirmed the 

importance of communicative skills. 

                                                 
6 “Decentralisatie is geweest. De inwoners, enorme krachtige groep vitale ouderen die zeggen, hé we kunnen het 

veel beter organiseren. .. Hoe ga ik die actieve inwoners, die gemeenschapskracht noem ik dat, hoe ga ik die 

inzetten niet in zo’n netwerk, maar op het schaalniveau van de wijk. ... Het gaat om de vraag van de inwoners. 

Daarom doe je het, en als je die niet weet, dan ga je de mist in en ga je de verkeerde dingen doen.” 
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 Management of conflict: Important to mention and as addition to the literature 

regarding conflict management by the NC is that following experts, NC’s should be less acute 

problem solvers. They should discuss their structural problems on higher strategical levels 

and fix problems structurally. Besides, task 3B regarding to the necessary independency 

position of the NC is task rated with the highest relevance, which corresponds with the 

literature. 

 Management of design: to create stability but flexibility is a must for effective 

networks, following the literature. Therefore, the NC being a central point of contact (T4A) is 

expected to be rated as highly relevant. On average (4.43) it is, but still in between relevant 

and totally relevant. Furthermore, the importance of being a member of DNN is sometimes 

rated as not relevant. 

 Management of commitment: The importance of an informal leader to achieve 

effective commitment to the dementia care network is rated as normally relevant by the NC’s, 

but rather highly relevant by the literature and experts, due to the non-hierarchical mandate 

that NC’s of dementia care networks face. 
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4.3 Necessary competencies of the network coordinator  
A lot of general literature is found on this topic as well. Therefore, a priority list of possible 

necessary competencies was made out of the total list. Competencies mentioned >= 3 times or 

more, or competencies mentioned explicitly during the expert interviews, were listed in the 

final survey.  

The overall result is that all competencies were rated an average of at least 4 

(relevant), out of a Likert-scale of 1 (totally not relevant) to 5 (totally relevant). It was 

expected that at least some competencies would stand out, because of its expectations 

mentioned in the literature (e.g. social and emotional competencies). Though, all 

competencies in the survey were rated with an average of 4 or higher.  

There’s difference found in the aspect of how good network coordinators think they 

are in a specific competency. E.g. at the moment, network coordinators find themselves worst 

(average 7.30) in speaking up to partners about their responsibilities (5F). With an average of 

8.46, NC’s think they’re best in having a moral compass (4D). The two competencies rated 

highest on relevance, with both an average of 4.81 are competency 3A concerning the 

minimum educational level of the NC, and competency 4D concerning having a moral 

compass as NC. The two competencies rated lowest on relevance are 1C regarding to the 

group safety and openness ensured by the NC, and competency 3E regarding to the 

performance of strategical leadership.  

 
Competency type (in key words) Mean 

1(-) - 5(+) 

Min. Max. The extent to 

which the NC 

thinks he/or she is 

good in this 

competency, at 

this moment. 

Grade 1(-) - 10(+) 

Min. Max. 

Administrative-organizational competencies 

1A: leadership skills- direct, delegate, 

collaborate 

4.38 3 5 7.65 6 9 

1B: result oriented- works structured 4.62 4 5 7.62 5 9 

1C: ensures openness and group safety 4.32 1 5 8.05 6 9 

Social-communicative competencies 

2A: communicative and transparent 4.78 3 5 8.14 7 10 

2B: connector- skill in group dynamics 4.78 3 5 8.03 7 9 

2C: good in relationship management 4.76 4 5 8.30 6 10 

2D: ambience sensitivity- adapt to context 4.65 3 5 7.76 6 9 

2E: bridge builder between different interests 4.73 2 5 7.92 5 9 

2F: cultural sensitivity- open for diversity 4.41 3 5 7.46 5 9 

Intellectual competencies 

3A: minimum level of Hbo 4.81 4 5    

3B: connective leadership- work with/direct 

different parties 

4.62 3 5 7.70 6 10 

3C: helicopter view 4.70 4 5 7.92 6 10 

3D: analysis, anticipation on time 4.73 4 5 7.84 6 10 

3E: strategic leadership- visionary thinking 4.35 3 5 7.62 6 9 

Emotional competencies 

4A: self-knowledge- influence of yourself on 

others and vice versa 

4.49 3 5 7.86 6 10 
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4B: empathy 4.41 2 5 8.32 7 9 

4C: motivator, stimulator, supporter of partners 4.65 3 5 7.92 6 9 

4D: moral compass 4.81 4 5 8.46 7 10 

Task-oriented competencies 

5A: decisiveness- has legitimate arguments- 

stays focused on network goals 

4.49 4 5 7.62 6 10 

5B: flexible- take different tasks and roles 4.49 3 5 7.65 6 9 

5C: knowledge of the subject (dementia care) 4.54 3 5 8.19 6 10 

5D: project management skills- set achievable 

goals 

4.62 4 5 7.78 5 10 

5E: takes initiative, stimulates creativity 4.43 3 5 8.03 6 10 

5F: dares speaking up, refers to responsibilities 

of partners 

4.57 4 5 7.30 5 9 

Table 5. Outcomes of data concerning competencies. Red = lowest rate, green = highest rate, yellow 

=biggest difference in minimum-maximum 

 

4.3.1 Administrative-organizational competencies 

 Competency 1A: The network coordinator has leadership skills, as in ability to 

direct, delegate, support individuals and organizations for collaboration 

relationships and purposes. 

 Competency 1B: The network coordinator is result oriented, by keeping the 

network goals and realisation of those in mind. He/she works in a process- and plan 

based way in a structured manner. 

 Competency 1C: The NC ensures openness and group safety. 

What stands out of these three competencies is the result that few network coordinators scored 

1 (totally not relevant) for the third competency (1C). Though, the grade given for the NC’s 

capacity to perform this competency was graded 8.05 on average. The second competency 

had a minimum grade of capacity of 5 and maximum of 9, which is a big difference and 

width. Last, the third competency is rated with the lowest relevance, concerning ensuring 

openness and group safety, though it’s expected to be necessary for collaboration following 

the literature. 

 

Three experts claimed leadership skills to be of high importance for the job of the network 

coordinator. Also, three experts, relative to competency 1A, mentioned that the NC needs to 

support and direct all processes of the network. For example, courage and assertiveness is 

important: 

 

“..asks for a certain amount of courage, so you have to, in a certain form of leadership be 

able to show assertiveness. ... so you should be able to take initiative and you got to have 

some coordinating qualities, to operate as such chairman of such group. ... Then you should 

be able to steer the process. So you need to be able to set an unambiguous agenda, but also 

make sure that you stick to this agenda and that everybody has the opportunity to have a say 

and that you eventually steer to a decision.”  (De Vries, 2018)7 

 

                                                 
7 “..vraagt ook een bepaalde mate van lef, dus je moet ook wel, bepaalde vorm van leiderschap kunnen tonen om 

naar voren te kunnen treden. Assertiviteit tonen. ... dus je moet het voortouw kunnen nemen en je moet wat 

coördinerende kwaliteiten hebben om in principe als voorzitter van zo’n clubje te kunnen opereren. ... Dan moet 

je sturing kunnen geven aan het proces. Dus je moet duidelijke agenda stellen maar ook zorgen dat die agenda 

wordt afgewerkt en dat iedereen aan bot komt en dat je uiteindelijk stuurt naar een beslissing.” 
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4.3.2 Social-communicative competencies 

 Competency 2A: The NC is communicative and transparent, both verbally and in 

writing, and is able to listen carefully. 

 Competency 2B: The NC has skills in group dynamics. Is “connector” of the 

network by creation and maintenance of collaboration. 

 Competency 2C: The NC is good in relationship management, as in the ability to 

work well with (different types of) people. 

 Competency 2D: The NC is ambient sensitive, informed about organizations, 

societal and political development. Can adapt to context. 

 Competency 2E: The NC is bridge builder, between different interests of 

organizations and professionals. 

 Competency 2F: The NC is cultural sensitive, is open for diversity in ethical, 

cultural and social context. 

What stands out of the results regarding to the social-communicative competencies, is that the 

last competency (2E) is rated at least once with a ‘2’ (not relevant). It was expected that 

social-communicative competencies would all be rated as highly important. 

Three experts mentioned task connectivity (“taakverbondenheid”) and organizational 

sensitivity during the interview as an important competency of network coordinators: 

 

“There needs to be a good connection between all kinds of partners who have task to do 

together, then, I called it “taakverbondenheid”/”task connectivity”. ... Task connectivity, the 

connection of people in their task, and a well-defined task and goal, that’s for me the basis 

competency, it’s in relationship, relationship, relationship. (Venneman, 2018)8 

 

Also, communicative skills are confirmed by all four experts to be of high importance for the 

work of network coordinators. The NC needs to be able to converse systematically, highlight 

the point out of meetings and converse with the big players and end user in the field: 

 

“..That means that you have to advocate the interests of everyone sitting around the table, 

and you want to make the interest heard, so that says something about conversation skills. ... 

Certain knowledge is needed for systemic conversation. How to influence the group dynamics 

of such group of people sitting together?” (Venneman, 2018)9 

 

“..like a mediator somehow, that’s hanging above the process and is able to intervene to 

ensure that all information comes on the table. ... And that means that he gives space to 

people to say things. Everyone from his expertise can insert any information, and the network 

coordinator can give a total picture of the situation. ... Such person needs certain social skills, 

needs to have empathy, to place himself into argumentation of others, and needs to be 

interested in others. (De Vries, 2018)10 

                                                 
8 “Er moet goede verbinding zijn met allerlei partners die gezamenlijk een klus hebben te doen, dus ik heb het 

destijds taakverbondenheid genoemd. ... Taakverbondheid, het verbinden van mensen in hun taak, en een goed 

welomschreven taak en doelstelling, daar zit voor mij de basiscompetentie, in relatie relatie relatie.” 
9 “..Dat betekent dus dat je belangenbehartiger bent van iedereen die er zit, belang ook wilt laten horen, dus dat 

zegt iets over gepreksvaardigheden. ... Daar hoort kennis bij van systemische gepreksvoering. Hoe kun je, de 

groepsdynamiek van zo’n groep mensen dat bij elkaar zit beïnvloeden?” 
10 “..als een soort mediator eigenlijk daar boven het proces hangt en kan interveniëren om te zorgen dat alle 

informatie op tafel komt om van daaruit tot een goede inschatting of beslissing te komen. ..En dat betekent dat ie 

de ruimte geeft om iets te kunnen zeggen in zo’n overleg. Dat iedereen vanuit zijn eigen expertise ook gewoon 

alles inbrengt, en dat ie samen weet te brengen tot een uiteindelijk goed beeld van de situatie. ..Zo’n persoon 

moet bepaalde sociale vaardigheid hebben, moet inlevingsvermogen hebben, moet zich kunnen verplaatsen in de 

argumentatie van anderen en ook geïnteresseerd zijn in de anderen.” 
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One expert mentioned network and group dynamics as meant by competency 2B. The NC 

needs to facilitate the network and group dynamics to achieve common grounds and goals. 

That means the process needs to be followed and messages need to be taken out. Also, 

something needs to be done with these messages. 

 

4.3.3 Intellectual competencies 

 Competency 3A: The NC has minimum educational level of Hbo (applied 

university). 

 Competency 3B: The NC performs connective leadership, can work with and direct 

different parties. 

 Competency 3C: The NC has a helicopter view, a view that combines all relevant 

knowledge, e.g. to monitor agreements made. 

 Competency 3D: The NC analyses, anticipates and takes action on time. 

 Competency 3E: The NC performs strategic leadership (thinks in visions and 

forward etc.) 

NC’s rated themselves for this category the lowest on their capabilities compared to other 

competencies. On average, all the intellectual competencies were rated below ‘8’, though, 

most NC’s who filled in the form were educated university applied or higher (94%). On the 

other side, competency 3A concerning having a minimum of Hbo-level as NC of a dementia 

care network, is rated as most important (together with competency 4D), with an average of 

4.81. 

 

Overall said by three experts is that certain intellectual ability is needed for the job of 

the NC. To have a helicopter view is very important, as well as the ability to abstract. E.g., 

head and side issues must be easily separated, the right priorities must be set and oversight 

must be kept. Following experts, the NC has knowledge and must be able to bring it over to 

all parties. Besides, the NC must be able to make a contextual analysis. 

 

“..It asks for a certain helicopter view and ability to abstract. From a lot of information, the 

big lines must be kept, the main and side issues must be divided and the right priorities must 

be set. That means that someone should give structure to that and should be able to stand 

above it.” (De Vries, 2018)11 

 

“I call it zooming out contextually. That means that you have to go from very wide, to provide 

information, from as well a helicopter view as from the idea that first information needs to be 

collected about what is going on? ... The network coordinator must be able to make a good 

contextual analysis. From what mechanisms, interest and personal issues exist.” 

 (Venneman, 2018)12 

 

 

                                                 
11 “..Het vraagt om een bepaalde helikopterview en abstractievermogen. Uit veelheid van informatie de grote 

lijnen kunnen bewaren, de hoofd en bijzaken van elkaar te onderscheiden en de juiste prioriteiten te stellen. Dus 

dat betekent ook wel dat iemand daar structuur aan moet geven en daarboven moet kunnen staan.” 
12 “Ik noem dat contextueel uitzoomen. Dat betekent dus dat je eerst heel breed moet, om vooral op te halen, 

zowel vanuit helikopterview, maar ook vanuit het idee dat we eerst moeten ophalen met elkaar waar en wat 

speelt hier nu eigenlijk? ... de netwerkregisseur moet een hele goede contextuele analyse kunnen maken. Van wat 

er speelt aan mechanismen, speelt aan belangen, aan persoonlijke kwesties.” 
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4.3.4 Emotional competencies 

 Competency 4A: The NC has self-knowledge, and knows how own ID, norms and 

values influence the context and his/her job. 

 Competency 4B: The NC is empathic, can empathize with situations of others. 

 Competency 4C: The NC is motivator, stimulator and support of involved parties. 

 Competency 4D: The NC has a moral compass, with integrity, honesty and 

reliability.  

Of all emotional competencies, the result of the importance of competency 4B stands out 

most. At least once, this competency was rated with a ‘2’ (not important). This result stands 

out, because emotional and social-communicative competencies are rated as most important 

by literature and practical documents. Competency 4D, concerning having a moral compass 

as network coordinator of a dementia care network, is rated as most important, with an 

average of 4.81. 

 

One expert defined the importance of having self-insight of the NC, because he/she 

should know how he/she influences others and how others influence him/her. The NC needs 

to be conscious of his/her own norms and values. 

 

“..how do you influence others, how do you influence behaviour? How do you 

influence group behaviour, and how does it influence your behaviour?... That is important. 

Self-knowledge. Know yourself.” (Venneman, 2018)13 

 

4.3.5 Task-oriented competencies 

 Competency 5A: The NC is decisive, can support his/her opinion with legitimate 

arguments, stays focused on network goals. 

 Competency 5B: The NC is flexible, can take different tasks and roles depending 

on context. 

 Competency 5C: The NC has knowledge of the subject, in this case dementia care. 

 Competency 5D: The NC has project management skills, can set achievable goals 

and priorities, incl. time frame and (im)material supplies. 

 Competency 5E: The NC takes initiative and stimulates creativity. 

 Competency 5F: The NC dares to speak up, referring to responsibilities of network 

partners, by adequate monitoring. 

What stands out of the results of the task-oriented competencies is the width in which NC’s 

rated their capability in these certain competencies. E.g., competency 5D was rated from ‘5’ 

to ‘10’, which is a big difference, because it goes from ‘inadequate’ to ‘excellent’. The same 

width counts for competency 5F, with a rate difference of 4 (‘5’ to ‘9’) and the lowest average 

regarding own capability of all competencies: 7.30. 

 

4.3.6 Missing competencies (in the survey) following network coordinators 
In total, ten network coordinators added competencies to the survey. The most common 

competencies are discussed shortly. 

 Few NC’s mentioned that patience, perseverance, continuous focus and the ability to 

cope with ongoing developments and disappointments are importance competencies. Besides, 

the power of the network coordinators is in the ability to be a ‘connector’, following network 

coordinators. Different interests and organizational cultures need to be connected by skill in 

                                                 
13 “..hoe beïnvloed je anderen, hoe beïnvloed je gedrag? Hoe beïnvloed je groepsgedrag, en hoe beïnvloedt dat 

gedrag jou weer? ... Dat is belangrijk. Self-knowledge. Ken jezelf.” 
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support and dynamics of bringing different people together. To accomplish this, a common 

goal is an absolute condition.  

The possibility to write down such common goal and the ability to enthuse people is of 

great importance. One of the experts strengthens this thought on writing common goals. He 

states that the result and activities that are important to achieve the result need to be defined 

and that monitoring needs to be done on the basis of results and activities. Not on the basis of 

agreements, because these are often not formulated concrete and SMART enough. 

 

“..the NC needs to have the competency to formulate learning goals. That is an extra 

exercise. What is the intended result, what actions need to be taken to achieve the result... 

Because then you can monitor, and mostly is monitored on the basis of agreements, while I 

say, no you should monitor on actions taken and agreed upon. You should not monitor on 

agreements only, because then it goes wrong.. A lot is acted and monitored upon “doing”, but 

the “doing” is not made concrete enough in terms of behaviour and actions. ...SMART” 

(Venneman, 2018)14 

  

Besides, the NC shouldn’t be the one setting and formulating the goals, the network 

partners should be setting the goals. Also, some NC’s affirm that competencies in this survey 

aren’t missed, though the time to perform these competencies and tasks is missing immensely. 

A lot of ‘out of the box’ thinking is needed to solve the time restraints.  

 

4.3.7 Expert opinions on necessary competencies of the network coordinator 
An important condition for the work of the NC following an expert is for the NC to have 

discretionary space, “scharrelruimte” called by the expert. This means that the NC is allowed 

to have space to work outside the given standards and boundaries. It would be a competency 

when the network coordinator is able to organize this “scharrelruimte”, discretionary space, 

for him/herself.  

 

“..I call that “scharrelruimte”, discretionary space of the professional. So that is the space of 

the professional to take their own time and space to deviate from what is standard.” 

(Venneman, 2018)15 

 

 Also, to add something to the intellectual capabilities of the NC, logical and strategical 

smartness is an important competency. The NC needs to achieve information on who with 

what interests need to be asked to come to meetings. He/She needs to be strategically 

intellectual for that, in thinking and organizing: 

 

“So network coordinators need to have a bit of smartness. Just in the sense of knowing how to 

build an information position. ..You also need to have logistical smartness. Where do I get all 

                                                 
14 “..behoort de competentie te hebben om leerdoelen te formuleren. Dat is een extra oefening. Wat is het 

beoogd resultaat, welke handelingen zouden mogelijkerwijs kunnen bijdragen aan dat we dit gaan halen.. Want 

dan kan je namelijk monitoren, en vaak wordt er gemonitord op een afspraak, terwijl ik zeg, nee je moet 

monitoren op een handeling die je met elkaar afspreekt, en je moet ook niet monitoren op een handeling die je 

met elkaar afspreekt, dan gaat het mis... Er wordt veel geacteerd en gemonitord op doen, maar het doen is niet 

concreet gemaakt in termen van gedrag en handelingen, ...SMART”. 
15 “..ik noem dat zelf scharrelruimte, discretionaire ruimte van een professional. Dus dat is de ruimte van de 

professional om zelf tijd en ruimte te nemen om af te wijken van wat de standaard is.” 
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information.. logistically thinking and asking questions and seeing how a patients goes 

through such network.” (Steketee, 2018)16 

 

 Third, multiple partnership, or ‘meervoudige partijdigheid’ as it’s called by one expert, 

is important following two experts and can be connected to competency 3B concerning 

connective leadership. Multiple partnership is the ability to follow every line in the story. To 

take distance from interests, to focus on the parties and people that are relevant in the context. 

To accomplish this, the informal and formal demand needs to defined. Following one expert, 

multiple partnership is the absolute ground attitude of the NC in all (complex) situations, in 

which the interest of the client is number one priority: 

 

“Multiple partiality means that as a network coordinator you need to have your focus on how 

to follow every interest in the whole story, how can I give everything a voice, when someone 

can’t give their voice... that means that you have an important task to make yourself heard. So 

multiple partiality is also being able to take distance, but to stay focused on who’s all 

important in this context? (Venneman, 2018)17 

 

4.3.8 Conclusion paragraph 4.3 
The overall result is that all competencies were at least rated as ‘4’ (relevant) on average. The 

importance of competencies was expected, though the expectation that at least some 

competencies would stand out was not met. For example, following the scientific and 

practical documents, the social and emotional competencies are most important. Though, the 

NC’s found these competencies not most relevant, they found themselves most competent in 

social-communicative and emotional competencies. Furthermore, NC’s find themselves more 

competent in social-communicative and emotional competencies than in intellectual and task-

oriented competencies, while e.g. intellectual competencies are found on of the most relevant. 

 The NC’s find themselves least capable in speaking up to partners about their 

responsibilities (7.30) and most capable in having a moral compass (8.46). 

 Administrative-organizational competencies: What stands out most, is that ensuring 

openness and group safety is at least once marked as totally not relevant. Also, this 

competency is on average rated lowest, while group safety and openness together with trust 

are necessary for collaboration in/between networks following literature and experts. 

 Social-communicative competencies: Communicative skills are rated as one of the 

most important competencies, following literature and experts. Though, this study can’t 

specifically confirm that. 

 Intellectual competencies: Most NC’s rated their capabilities lowest on the categories 

of intellectual competencies, while 94% is educated university applied or higher.  

 Emotional competencies: The competency regarding to having a moral compass is 

rated as most relevant and NC’s find themselves most capable at it. Experts find self-

knowledge and awareness of influence most important regarding to emotional competencies. 

 Task-oriented competencies: The most surprising out of these ratings, is that there’s a 

big width in how competent NC’s found themselves. E.g., project management skills (5D) 

                                                 
16 “Dus netwerkregisseurs moeten ook een beetje slimmigheid hebben. Gewoon in de zin van hoe bouw ik m’n 

informatiepositie op? ..je moet ook logistieke slimmigheid hebben. Waar kan ik de informatie vandaan halen.. 

logistiek denken en vragen stellen en bekijken van hoe loopt een patiënt nou door zo’n netwerk heen.” 
17 “Meervoudige partijdigheid betekent dat je als netwerkregisseur altijd de focus hebt op hoe kan ik elk belang 

in dit hele verhaal blijven volgen, hoe kan ik het een stem geven, als iemand het niet een stem kan geven... dat 

betekent dus dat je een belangrijke taak hebt om toch ergens je stem te laten horen. Dus meervoudige 

partijdigheid is ook dat je er afstand van kunt nemen, maar wel met de focus op wie zitten er allemaal in de 

context?” 
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and the courage to speak up to partners (5F) was rated from ‘inadequate’ (5) to ‘excellent’ 

(10), in which the average of 5F was the lowest with 7.30.  
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4.4 Correlations of demographic information and tasks, competencies 
The normality of the data is tested prior to determining whether Pearson (normal distribution) 

or Spearman (not normal distribution) correlation is allowed to be used. Below, the table 

shows all variables are not normally distributed, except one. Therefore, the Spearman 

correlation is used to correlate demographic information with the tasks and competencies of 

network coordinators. 

 

Variable P Normal distributed? 

YES (>0.05) or NO 

(<0.05) 

Variable P Normal 

distributed? 

Education level 0 NO C2Ec 0 NO 

Nr. Network 

partners 

0 NO C2Fc 0 NO 

Nr. Networks 

per NC 

0 NO C3A 0 NO 

Nr. Hours NC 

has for job 

0.075 YES C3B 0 NO 

Nr. Years NC in 

this function 

0.008 NO C3Bc 0.002 NO 

K1A 0 NO C3C 0 NO 

K1B 0 NO C3Cc 0.001 NO 

K2A 0 NO C3D 0 NO 

K2B 0 NO C3Dc 0.004 NO 

K3A 0 NO C3E 0 NO 

K3B 0 NO C3Ec 0.001 NO 

K4A 0 NO C4A 0 NO 

K4B 0 NO C4Ac 0.005 NO 

K5A 0 NO C4B 0 NO 

K5B 0 NO C4Bc 0 NO 

C1A 0 NO C4C 0 NO 

C1Ac 0.001 NO C4Cc 0 NO 

C1B 0 NO C4D 0 NO 

C1Bc 0.001 NO C4Dc 0 NO 

C1C 0 NO C5A 0 NO 

C1Cc 0 NO C5Ac 0.007 NO 

C2A 0 NO C5B 0 NO 

C2Ac 0 NO C5Bc 0.001 NO 

C2B 0 NO C5C 0 NO 

C2Bc 0 NO C5Cc 0.005 NO 

C2C 0 NO C5D 0 NO 

C2Cc 0 NO C5Dc 0.005 NO 

C2D 0 NO C5E 0 NO 

C2Dc 0 NO C5Ec 0.002 NO 

   C5F 0 NO 

   C5Fc 0.007 NO 
Table 6. Normality test of data 
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In the following tables, per demographic feature is shown which tasks and competencies 

correlate, rather strong, moderate or weak with the tasks and competencies. Close to -1 means 

that it’s negatively correlated (i.e. more years experience as NC means less importance of a 

certain task or competency). Close to 0 means that there’s no correlation. Close to +1 means 

that it’s positively correlate (i.e. more years experiences as NC means more importance of a 

certain task or competency). The grades NC’s give themselves are excluded mostly in 

correlation, because it’s not expected that grading is/should be correlated by demographic 

backgrounds of NC’s. However, it is expected that there might be a correlation between the 

number of hours the NC has for his job and the extent to which the NC finds himself capable 

in certain competencies. 

 

4.4.1 The strength of correlation between number of partners of the network and the 

tasks, competencies 
Correlation between number of partners 

of the network and: 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K4A: Central point of contact, follows 

developments 

.311 No (p=.065) (only at p=0.1) 

K4B: Member of DNN .320 No (p=.057) (only at p=0.1) 

C2D: Ambience sensitivity- adapt to context .294 No (p=.081) (only at p=0.1) 

C4B: Empathy .389 Yes (p=.019) 
Table 7. Significant outcomes correlation number of partners of the network and tasks, competencies 

 

The four correlations that are significant are all around .30, which is quite low. Only 

competency 4B, regarding to empathy of the network coordinator, is mediocre correlated to 

the number of partners of the network (around 0.40). The positive correlation of .389 means 

that the higher the number of partners of a dementia care network, the more it is likely to find 

competency 4B a relevant competency of the network coordinator. Besides, C4B is the only 

of four correlations that is significant at p=0.05. 

 

4.4.2 The strength of correlation between education level of the NC’s and the tasks, 

competencies 
Correlation between education level of 

the NC and: 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

C2C: good in relationship management -.306 No (p=.065) (only at p=0.1) 

C3A: minimum level of Hbo .369 Yes (p=.025) 
Table 8. Significant outcomes correlation education level of NC and tasks, competencies 

 

Two different competencies were significant (one at p=0.05, one at p=0.10). The competency 

regarding relationship management (C2C) was rated with a negative mediocre correlation of -

.306. The higher the education level, the less likely network coordinators seem to find C2C a 

relevant competency for the network coordinator of a dementia care network. The 

competency concerning the minimum level of Hbo (university of applied sciences) was rated 

with a positive mediocre correlation of .369 and significant at p=0.05. The higher the 

education level of the NC, the likelier the NC’s are to rate this competency as relevant. 
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4.4.3 The strength of correlation between number of networks coordinated by 1 NC 

and the tasks, competencies 

Correlation between the number of 

networks coordinated by 1 NC and: 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

C1A: leadership skills- direct, delegate, 

collaborate 

-.310 No (p=.062) (only at p=0.1) 

C2A: communicative and transparent -.359 Yes (p=.029) 

C2D: ambience sensitivity- adapt to context -.363 Yes (p=.027) 

C2F: cultural sensitivity- open for diversity -.293 No (p=.078) (only at p=0.1) 

C3D: analysis, anticipation on time -.376 Yes (p=.022) 

C5A: decisiveness- has legitimate 

arguments, stays focused on network goals 

-.290 No (p=.081) (only at p=0.1) 

C5D: project management skills- set 

achievable goals 

-.484 Yes (p=.002) 

C5E: takes initiative, stimulates creativity -.370 Yes (p=.024) 
Table 9. Significant outcomes correlation number of networks coordinated by 1 NC and tasks, 

competencies 

 

What is most outstanding, is that all correlations are negative. The highest correlation of this 

subject, and of all correlation data, is the competency concerning to project management 

skills (C5D), with a correlation of -.484. Though, this correlation is still mediocre, but still 

significant at p=0.05 (p=0.002). The higher the number of networks coordinated by 1 NC, the 

less likely NC’s are to rate project management skills as relevant. 

 

4.4.5 The strength of correlation between number of hours the NC has for the job and 

the tasks, competencies 
No correlation between number of hours the NC has for the job and the tasks and 

competencies is even close to being significant (p=0.05 nor p=0.10). All levels of significance 

were >=.190. Though, correlations are found a lot between the number of hours and the extent 

to which NC’s find themselves competent in certain competencies. 

 

Correlation between number of hours the 

NC has for his job and the extent of 

capabilities rated by the NC’s: 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

C1A: leadership skills- direct, delegate, 

collaborate 

.466 Yes (p=0.004) 

C2A: communicative and transparent .328 Yes (p=.048) 

C2B: connector- skill in group dynamics   

C2D: ambience sensitivity- adapt to context .332 Yes (p=.044) 

C2E: bridge builder between different 

interests 

.445 Yes (p=.006) 

C2F: cultural sensitivity- open for diversity .466 Yes (p=.004) 

C3B: connective leadership .391 Yes (p=.017) 

C3C: helicopter view .352 Yes (p=.033) 

C3D: analysis, anticipation on time .432 Yes (p=.008) 

C3E: strategic leadership- visionary thinking .350 Yes (p=.034) 

C4A: self-knowledge .377 Yes (p=.021) 
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C4C: motivator, stimulator, supporter of 

partners 

.356 Yes (p=.031) 

C5A: decisiveness- has legitimate arguments, 

stays focused on network goals 

.513 Yes (p=.001) 

C5B: flexible- take different tasks and roles .452 Yes (p=.005) 

C5D: project management skills- set 

achievable goals 

.519 Yes (p=.001) 

C5E: takes initiative, stimulates creativity .476 Yes (p=.003) 

C5F: dares speaking up, refers to 

responsibilities of partners 

.511 Yes (p=.001) 

Table 10. Significant outcomes correlation number of hours for the job of NC and tasks, competencies 

 

4.4.6 The strength of correlation between number of years the NC works in this 

particular function and the tasks, competencies 
 

Correlation between number of years the 

NC works in this function and: 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K3A: signaller, monitor, anticipation when 

needed 

.298 No (p=.074) (only at p=0.1) 

C5C: knowledge of the subject (dementia 

care) 

.463 Yes (p=.004) 

Table 11. Significant outcomes correlation number of years NC works in this function and tasks, 

competencies 

 

The highest of both correlations is the correlation between the number of years the NC works 

in this particular function and the task of the network coordinator of a dementia care network 

to have knowledge of the subject (in this case dementia care). The positive correlation of C5C 

is significant at p=0.05, which means the higher the number of years the NC works in this 

function, the likelier the NC rates this competency as relevant for his/her job. 

 

4.4.7 Conclusion paragraph 4.4 
One of the correlations worth highlighting is the correlation between educational level and the 

competency “minimum level of Hbo” (C3A). This competency was expected to correlate 

highly positively. It correlated positively, but mediocre (.369), not high. The higher the 

educational level, the higher the relevance of the competency “needs to have a minimum level 

of Hbo”. 

 Furthermore, the number of networks coordinated by 1 NC and the tasks and 

competencies were expected to correlated positively. Rather, all correlations were negative. 

For example, the higher the number of networks coordinated by 1 NC, the less likely a 

competency as project management skills is rated as relevant.  

 Last, the number of hours the NC has for the job doesn’t correlate (significantly) with 

any task or competency at all, which was not expected. However, positive correlations 

between the number of hours the NC has for the job and the extent to which NC’s find 

themselves capable are found. 
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4.5 Factors/Activities of the network coordinator possibly influencing 

collaboration in/between networks 
The factors/activities that the network coordinators could tick were based on the 4 life cycle 

processes of a network from Agranoff & McGuire (2001), because of its clear distinction in 

what could possibly influence collaboration. Besides, they had blank space to add factors or 

activities themselves. The experts were asked without a framework what they think is 

essential for the network coordinator to do to stimulate collaboration in/between networks. 

 

4.5.1 Opinion of network coordinators 
 

Life cycle process of a network, 

by Agranoff & McGuire (2001) 

Times ticked by network coordinators 

Activation: choosing the formation of the 

network, the organizations participating. 

23 out of 37 times (67.2%) 

Framing: capturing rules, norms, roles and 

structures of the network. 

26 out of 37 times (70.3%) 

Mobilizing: organization of support and 

effort. 

30 out of 37 times (81.1%) 

Synthesizing: facilitation of interaction and 

trust between participants.  

34 out of 37 times (91.9%) 

Table 12. Outcomes important factors/activities of NC 

 

The blank space of the survey concerning the factors and activities of network coordinators 

that possibly influence the collaboration in/between networks in any way, was filled in 17 

times. One of the things that promotes collaboration following network coordinators is timely 

and complete communication. Network coordinators should organize meetings frequently, in 

which network partners meet each other personally and where good practices can be shared.  

Network coordinators should have enough time to keep activating participants of the network. 

Besides, participating organizations should not be just “chosen”, but should be admitted to the 

network based on their added value to the network.  

Some network coordinators believe that radiation of positive energy is the key next to 

personal leadership of the NC and visibility and transparency in this to the outside world, 

when e.g. anticipating on (future) developments. Continuity of the person who functions as 

network coordinator is a must, as well as practical applicability of initiatives, minus capturing 

all rules in protocols. 

Furthermore, for collaboration, an independent and supportive chairman is needed. 

And mandate should be organized via for example a board. Ethical underlying values of 

collaboration should be stimulated to achieve trustworthy mandate. 

Last, in one of the telephone calls it was said that existence of a dementia care network 

depends on the status and mandate of the network coordinator. Coordination is much easier 

when the organization you work in, has a big say in what’s happening in the network, when 

you have a lot of self-management as organization. Also, it is a must as network coordinator 

that network partners award and allow you to be the actual network coordinator. They must 

award you the role of NC, in which hours, money and power are a big issue, since money 

plays a big role in networks. 
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4.5.2 Opinion of experts 
When experts were asked during the interviews to give their opinion on possible factors and 

activities of the network coordinator to influence collaboration, a few statements came forth, 

who are discussed below. 

 

A first opinion on these possible factors and activities is the concept “practical wisdom”, by 

Ben Venneman. Practical wisdom means that as network coordinator you need to know 

everything of the region and context you work in (the DNA). You need to know your context, 

but that is as important as that the region knows who you are as NC as well. With so-called 

“short lines” you know exactly as NC what is playing in your region and who to call for what 

problem, which requires a certain extent of lobbying.  

 

“..practical wisdom.. as no other should know the DNA of your neighbourhood, context. The 

DNA means the neighbourhood or region you work in. You need to know the game of 

seduction, to let people work with you to accomplish something you think needs to be done.. It 

is so essential that people know you, that they also know who you are and what you do, how 

you’re working. Profile yourself in what opinion you have, your arguments, and that is only 

possible when you see each other personally and make time to make yourself known in this 

DNA story. That is só crucial, that is also called with a beautiful word “short lines”. ...That is 

actually in essence what you constantly do, the network coordinator can’t live without 

lobbying, involving of people in the case.” (Venneman, 2018)18 

 

Furthermore, van der Aa mentioned that network coordinators should connect much better 

with the real demand of people of the neighbourhood. Also, networks need to become less 

open-ended, with more (formal) obligations in agreements. 

“Well, I think that chains and networks who are originated the past years are too open-ended. 

Those are chat clubs. Too much chat clubs. ..It’s too much networking. Too much exchange of 

cases. ..You will not solve that with a network coordinator. ..But also, the framework for that 

is missing.” (Van der Aa, 2018)19 

Lastly, following Steketee, network coordinators bring knowledge, insights and logistic 

solutions, which could possible influence collaboration in/between networks. The network 

coordinator brings a lot to make sure his/her position is settled and clarified. 

 

“To bring a lot, I think. Network coordinators bring a lot of knowledge, they bring a lot of 

new insights, bring a lot of logistic solutions. They bring the latest situations, information. 

They bring relations. ..And that you are estate of things. Sometimes it’s knowledge, quality 

standards of the Netherlands, how do you translate that locally? ..You are already an 

outsider.. So it means you have to play chess on a lot of levels.” (Steketee, 2018)20 

                                                 
18 “..praktische wijsheid.. als geen ander je het DNA van je omgeving moet kennen. Het DNA betekent de wijk 

waar je werkt of de regio waar je werkt. Je moet het spel kennen van verleiden, om zeg maar mensen mee te 

laten doen met iets dat je vindt dat moet gebeuren.. Het is zo essentieel dat mensen jou kennen, dat ze ook weten 

wie je bent en wat je doet, hoe je werkt. Profileer je ook in welke mening je hebt, je argumenten en dat kan 

alleen maar als je elkaar opzoekt en tijd maakt om in dat DNA verhaal jezelf kenbaar te maken. Dat is echt zó 

cruciaal, dat noemen ze ook wel met een mooi woord korte lijntjes. ...Dat is eigenlijk in essentie wat je 

voortdurend doet, de netwerkregisseur kan niet zonder lobby’en, betrekken van mensen bij het vraagstuk.” 
19

 “Nou ik vind dat ketens en netwerken die de afgelopen jaren zijn ontstaan te vrijblijvend zijn. Dat zijn 

praatclubs. Zijn te veel praatclubs. ..Het is te veel netwerken. Te veel casussen uitwisselen en casus bespreken. .. 

Dat los je denk ik met een ketenregisseur niet op. ..Daarover ontbreken ook de kaders.” 
20 “Heel veel brengen, vind ik. Ketenregisseurs brengen kennis, die brengen nieuwe inzichten, brengen 

logistieke oplossingen. Die brengen de laatste stand van zaken, informatie. Ze brengen relaties. ..En dat je een 
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4.5.3 Conclusion paragraph 4.5 
Of all four factors, mobilizing (30 out of 37, 81.1%) and synthesizing (34 out of 37, 91.9%) 

were marked most. The factor that was only market 23 out of 37 times (67.2%), was 

activation. One of the things that NC’s found important for promotion of collaboration, is 

timely and complete communication, as well as positive energy radiated by NC’s and 

anticipation on developments. Besides, following experts, NC’s bring a lot, such as practical 

and strategical wisdom. 

Another important point to keep in mind for successful collaboration is that the 

existence of dementia care networks is much more guaranteed when the NC has mandate and 

status. The network partners need to trust the NC and award him/her this role, since power, 

hours and so does money play a big role in networks. 

 

  

                                                 
beetje makelaar bent van dingen. Soms is het kennis, kwaliteitsstandaard is in Nederland afgesproken, nou hoe 

breng je dat lokaal. ..Je bent al een buitenspeler.. Dus het is schakelen op heel veel niveaus.” 
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4.6 Other logics found 
Other logics concerning either network coordination, competencies, tasks and competency 

development are defined in this paragraph. 

 

4.6.1 Importance of a study or course concerning network coordination 
Network coordinators rated the importance of a study concerning network coordination 

between “neutral” and “important”, with an average of 3.84 and a minimum of 2 (not 

relevant) and a maximum of 5 (totally relevant). Differences in the reasons why were as 

follows. Some already finished post-graduation studies concerning coordination or 

specifically network coordination, therefore they didn’t care about following another study on 

this subject. Some still doubt to participate, due to its costs that they have to pay themselves. 

Others were really happy to hear that a course on network coordination will start in 

September 2018, and would like to join or have already subscribed. 

 

4.6.2 Other important logics mentioned by the experts 
One of the logics mentioned by two experts explicitly, was that the role of the network 

coordinator is the same in its core, though the context differs per network coordinator. The 

context defines the precise boundaries and language spoken in this particular context. 

 Differences in the definition of chain and network are defined by Steketee (2018). A 

chain is not a chain because of parallel processes, but because of being a chain of processes. 

In a chain, you have certain codes of conduct, professionality and norms, values. A chain has 

more power of direction and quality standards than a network. Namely, a network is a 

collaboration model in which you find each other as partners when you need each other for a 

specific common goal. You don’t necessarily need to have the same norms and values. A 

network is a looser form of alliance, joint venture, than a chain. 

 Lastly, a tip from competency development expert de Vries is that a competency 

profile of a function is about the true essence of the job. Seven or eight competencies in a 

profile is the maximum. First, choose the absolute must-haves for the job (those 7 or 8), and 

second, define the nice-to-haves. To define a competency profile, it could help to determine 

what the biggest risk is when the person executing this job of network coordinator does (not) 

have this certain competency (de Vries, 2018). 

 

4.6.3 Conclusion paragraph 4.6 
Concluding, a course in network coordination is seen as “neutral relevant”, due to all kinds of 

reasons. An important tip to keep in mind is that, following an assessment psychologist and 

competency developer, a competency profile never exceeds the maximum of 7-8 

competencies, because the profile should be about the core of the function. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion & Discussion 

5.1 Main findings in broader perspective 
It is expected all research questions are able to be answered and that a concept competency 

profile can be created, because a broad literature study and empirical research is done to 

answer these questions in its core. Besides, the results are placed in a broader perspective and 

compared to the original theoretical framework. The sub questions were as follows: 

 

 What are models and criteria regarding a competency profile of the network 

coordinator (of a dementia care network), following the literature? 

 What are criteria for a competency profile of the network coordinator of a dementia 

care network, following network coordinators, DNN, and network expert opinions?  

 What factors/activities performed by the network coordinator (of a dementia care 

network) influence collaboration in networks following the literature? 

 What factors/activities performed by the network coordinator of a dementia care 

network influence collaboration in dementia care networks following the same target 

group used for testing the concept competency profile? 

 

These sub questions lead us to the main research question: 

What are the necessary competencies for network coordinators of a dementia care network, 

and how does his/her role influence the collaboration in/between dementia care networks? 

 

5.1.1 Following the literature & empery: Models and criteria regarding a competency 

profile of the NC 

Mostly, VIVO (2012) is used for explanation of the concept ‘competence’ and ‘competency 

profile’. The core model for placing all found relevant documents concerning tasks, was the 

network management model of Milward & Provan (2006). The core model regarding all 

relevant documents on competencies was the model of Nieuwenhuis (2017). Assessment 

psychologist and competency developer Bart de Vries mentioned that a competency profile 

should definitely not exceed the number of 7-8 competencies, because the profile is about the 

core of the function. A competency profile is about the must-haves, not the nice-to-haves. 

 

5.1.2 Necessary tasks: overall conclusions linked to the theoretical framework 

All tasks were expected to be of relevance, due to the thorough literature study that was done 

by the researcher, resulting in the choice of relevant tasks for the survey. Though sometimes 

tasks were rated as irrelevant, the overall result is that all tasks were rated as at least 

important. An overview of the highest rated tasks and outstanding results per concept of the 

model of Milward & Provan (2006) model is given below. 

 

1. Management of accountability: task 1A, concerning to the responsibility of the NC 

of the plan of action and reporting the results to the outside world, was rated highest 

(4.65). Because the job of the NC is to be an overall coordinating function, it was 

expected that task 1A would be rated as highly important. In the end, it was rated 
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between ‘relevant’ and ‘totally relevant’, but since it was a little bit more to the 

‘totally relevant’ side (4.65), the expectation is met.  

The expectation that the NC should choose the formation of the network is not 

totally met. This could be due to that NC’s are not totally able to choose on their own. 

NC’s confirmed this by mentioning that they’re not on their own to decide who’s 

joining the network or what the network’s goals are. 

2. Management of legitimacy: task 2B, regarding being the networker and connector of 

the network as NC, was rated highest (4.73). Following the literature, communication 

is a very important task of the NC and NC’s confirm that to a certain extent. 

3. Management of conflict: task 3B, concerning keeping his/her own position as NC in 

the middle of different interests, is rated highest of this subject and rated highest of all 

tasks (4.86). This meets the expectations, because the literature and experts believe in 

the independency of the NC and thus the task of keeping his/her own position at all 

times to serve the whole network. As addition to the literature regarding conflict 

management by the NC is that, following experts, NC’s should discuss their structural 

problems on higher strategical levels and fix problems structurally. 

4. Management of design: task 4A is rated highest, regarding to being the central point 

of contact as NC. Though, this task is averagely rated as important and neutral, which 

is surprising. As organiser of collaboration between all network partners, this task 

should be extremely relevant. This relevance is confirmed by experts, saying NC’s 

should have a strong information position. Furthermore, the importance of being a 

member of DNN (4B) is sometimes rated as not relevant. This is surprising, but could 

be due to that the foundation is recently established formally. 

5. Management of commitment: task 5B, regarding to the NC being coordinator on 

different levels of networks, is rated highest. What stands out is that task 5A, the NC 

being coordinator without formal power, is rated as one of the lowest (3.95). Rather, 

all four experts mentioned the importance of an informal leader as NC, due to the non-

hierarchical mandate that NC’s of dementia care networks face. Perhaps, NC’s don’t 

experience too much hinder of having non-hierarchical power. 

 

5.1.3 Necessary competencies: overall conclusions linked to the theoretical framework 
The overall result is that all competencies were at least rated as relevant on average. The 

importance of competencies was expected, but also that at least some competencies would 

stand out, which is not the case. For example, following the scientific and practical 

documents, the social and emotional competencies are most important. Surprisingly, that was 

not found in this study. An overview of the highest rated competencies (relevance and own 

capabilities), and outstanding results per concept of the model of Nieuwenhuis (2017) is given 

below. 

 

1. Administrative organizational competencies: competency 1B, regarding to being 

result-oriented and working structured and process-oriented, is rated highest on 

relevance (4.62). It is not expected that this competency is rated higher on its 

relevance than leadership skills (1A), because leadership is one of the important 
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competencies following the literature and following experts. Though, the difference 

between 1A and 1B is not that big.  

NC’s find themselves most competent in 1C, ensuring openness and group 

safety (8.05), which reflects their high rates on social-communicative competencies as 

well. 

2. Social-communicative competencies: on average, NC’s find themselves most 

competent in social-communicative competencies (and emotional competencies), 

though they don’t find these competencies most relevant. Sometimes competencies 

were rated as not relevant, while it was expected following the literature and experts, 

that this type would be rated as most relevant. Perhaps, communication skills are seen 

as naturally and needless to say as relevant for a competency profile. 

The two competencies rated highest on relevance are 2A and 2B, regarding to 

being communicative and being a connector, having skills in group dynamics. Maybe 

the NC’s found being a connector very important, but didn’t connect this immediately 

to the need for communication skills. The NC’s found themselves best in relationship 

management (8.30). Perhaps, because without any skill in relationship management at 

all, a coordinating function would be impossible. 

3. Intellectual competencies: most NC’s rated their capabilities lowest on the categories 

of intellectual competencies, while 94% is educated university applied or higher. That, 

while the most relevant competency (with mean 4.81) is “having a minimum level of 

Hbo” and experts and literature confirm that certain intellectual capability is 

necessary. Perhaps, this could be explained by professionals being promoted from one 

function to the other over the years.  

From all intellectual competencies, 3E concerning strategic leadership and 

visionary thinking is rated as least relevant, which is startling, because especially 

experts mentioned that strategical leadership is necessary for the sustainability of the 

network. 

Though, NC’s find themselves least competent in these types of competencies, 

they find themselves best in having a helicopter view (7.92). Following the literature 

and experts this is an important competency, because of the overall coordinating 

function of the NC which requires to have all interests regarding the network in mind. 

4. Emotional competencies: competency 4D regarding having a moral compass as NC, 

is rated highest on relevance and on the capabilities of the NC’s. Perhaps, due to the 

background of most NC’s in health care, efforts are done to always work in a moral 

way, with the best interest of the patient in mind. Experts find self-knowledge and 

awareness of influence most important regarding to emotional competencies. 

5. Task-oriented competencies: competency 5D regarding to project management skills 

is rated highest on relevance. This is expected, because it’s logical for a coordinating 

role that needs to oversee all possibilities, priorities, interests, etc., that project 

management skills are needed. This expectation is confirmed by the literature, NC’s 

and experts. 

There’s a big width in how competent NC’s found themselves in these 

competencies. For example, project management skills (5D) and the courage to speak 
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up to partners (5F) was rated from ‘inadequate’ (5) to ‘excellent’ (10), in which the 

average of 5F was the lowest (7.30). 

 

5.1.4 Correlations between demographic information of the NC’s and the tasks, 

competencies 
To see whether the relevance of certain tasks and competencies differ regarding to 

demographic information, the following information is used: education level, number of 

partners of the network, number of networks coordinated by one NC, number of hours of 

contract of NC, number of years as NC in this specific job.  

The most surprising result was that it doesn’t seem to matter from what background you are 

as network coordinator. Either from big or small networks, no matter the number of years 

experience or whatever region, network coordinators seem to have a strongly shared opinion 

about the core tasks and competencies needed for their job. 

One of the correlations worth highlighting is the correlation between educational level 

and the competency “minimum level of Hbo” (C3A). This competency was expected to 

correlate highly positively. It correlated positively, but mediocre (.369), not high.  

 Furthermore, the number of networks coordinated by 1 NC and the tasks and 

competencies were expected to correlate positively. Rather, all correlations were negative. For 

example, the higher the number of networks coordinated by 1 NC, the less likely a 

competency as project management skills is rated as relevant. That is odd, because one would 

think the more networks to coordinate, the more relevant project management skills are. An 

explanation could be that most NC’s coordinate around 1 network on average (1.43), so that it 

doesn’t make that much of a difference for the correlation of this study. 

 Last, the number of hours the NC has for the job doesn’t correlate (significantly) with 

any task or competency at all. This wasn’t expected, because it’s thought that it makes a big 

difference whether a NC works few or much hours on this function. However, a lot of positive 

correlations between the hours the NC has for the job and the extent to which NC’s find 

themselves capable are found. This was expected and can be explained. The more hours the 

NC has worked in this particular function, the more capable they find themselves. 

  

5.1.5 Following the literature & empery: factors/activities performed by the NC that 

influence collaboration 
To study what factors and activities performed by the NC influence collaboration, several 

articles are consulted (Milward & Provan, 2006; Huxham & Vangen 2000; Schruijer 2011; 

Agranoff & McGuire 2001). The unambiguity of the life cycle of a network by Agranoff & 

McGuire was used for the survey. The life cycle, consists of the following four factors: 

activation, framing, mobilizing and synthesizing.  

The survey confirms that most NC’s rated these factors based on ‘positive influence’ 

on collaboration. The last two factors were rated as most important for the influence on 

collaboration. Mobilizing, as in the organization of support and effort was mentioned 30 times 

out of 37 (81.1%). Synthesizing, as in the facilitation of interaction and trust between 

participants, was mentioned most, 34 out of 37 times (91.9%). This result seems rather 

logical, because a lot of networks exist for some time. The choice of formation of the network 
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(activation) and the rules, norms have already been framed (framing) in earlier stages of the 

existence of the network.  

Another point to keep in mind for successful collaboration is that the existence of 

dementia care networks is much more guaranteed when the NC has mandate and status. The 

network partners need to trust the NC and award him/her this role, since power, hours and so 

does money play a big role in networks. However, that point could be seen from a different 

point of view. Perhaps, the mandate and status of the NC could be a consequence of a strong 

network.  

 

5.2 Implications: Learning points from this study  
The main research question of this thesis was as follows: What are the necessary 

competencies for network coordinators of a dementia care network, and how does his/her role 

influence the collaboration in/between dementia care networks? 

The goal of this study was to come up with a competency profile for the network coordinator 

of a dementia care network. Since all tasks and competencies are almost all rated as relevant 

on average, it is difficult to make a fair distinction on what is and what is not relevant for an 

official competency profile. This problem could’ve occurred due to the thorough literature 

study that is done prior to the survey. The advice of assessment psychologist De Vries, a 

maximum of 7-8 competencies for the competency profile of the network coordinator, cannot 

be pursued with the results from this study. It would be a shame to base an official 

competency profile on decimal numbers.  

However, this thesis contains many interesting findings. For example, the 

demographic information (e.g years of experience, origin of NC, number of partners) doesn’t 

have any strong relationship with the relevance of certain task or competencies. It doesn’t 

seem to matter whether you’re a very experienced network coordinator or just a starter to 

define what the core tasks and competencies are. Besides, it’s also interesting what 

differences have occurred in how NC’s rate their own capabilities. Apparently, they don’t rate 

themselves best at intellectual competencies, though they find intellectual competencies on 

average most relevant for their job. 

 This study can be used for the course in network coordination that is about to start in 

the Netherlands in September 2018. Furthermore, this study could be used for development of 

an official competency profile of the network coordinator of a dementia care network (or 

other care networks), but could possibly be used for general (business) networks as well. This 

study is valid, because NC’s of dementia care networks throughout the Netherlands, with 

different backgrounds, have contributed to the research. Therefore, an official competency 

profile flowing from this study would be more supported by the field than a competency 

profile of a consultancy firm, because the network coordinators themselves stated what they 

found relevant tasks, competencies. 

 

5.3 Strengths and limitations 

One the strengths of this research is that both qualitative and quantitative research methods 

are combined, which promote the reliability of this thesis. The qualitative part strengthens the 
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quantitative part, and vice versa. The consequences of mixed methods for the results is that 

the research on the one hand is judging (quantitative) and descriptive (qualitative). 

 Enough diversity concerning NC’s is achieved in this study. Participants came from 

different regions, coordinate few or many years and coordinate one or more network. Most 

surprising is the big diversity in hours NC’s have per week (4-36 hours) and the difference in 

years of experience (0.08-18 years). Furthermore, due to the different backgrounds of the 

experts, the overall view on the necessary tasks and competencies of the network coordinator 

is broadened. This diversity of both the network coordinators and experts promotes the 

validity of this study. 

 Of course, there are points for improvement. Next time, the theoretical framework 

should be elaborated and finished prior to the interviews with the experts, wherefore the topic 

list can be less broad, and the theory could be tested more structured with the experts. 

Though, a positive point of the interviews is that due to this open attitude and topic list, 

experts could tell all they thought is necessary for the work of the NC. Also, ‘out of the box’ 

thoughts came forward. This wouldn’t be possible with a more structured and a tight 

framework to stick to during the interviews. 

 Furthermore, significant correlations were found rarely, while it was expected that e.g. 

difference in large/small networks would make a difference in relevance of certain tasks and 

competencies. Even this expectation was not met, it is still a result. In future research, this 

could be furtherly investigated. For example, when finding significant correlations, one could 

investigate where the connection lies. This could be done with factor or regression analysis.  

 Last, the level of clarity of the questionnaire was asked to the respondents. 28 out of 

37 network coordinators found the questionnaire clear or very clear. Some found it less clear, 

because they had some difficulties with the questions, or because they found that a lot of 

assumptions were done. Therefore, these NC’s said they had answered with “this is how I 

would like to see it, but it’s not what’s currently happening”. That’s okay, because the whole 

point of the survey was not to check the current situation of network coordinators, but to 

gauge what would be the ideal situation. 

 

5.4 Practical recommendations and recommendations for future research 

The head goal of this study, the composition of a competency profile of the network 

coordinator (of a dementia care network), could not be fully achieved for the moment, due to 

all tasks and competencies rated as relevant. For now, it is proposed to use at least this list of 

competencies and tasks when recruiting new network coordinators. This is proposed, because 

this study confirms that at a certain extent, from all competencies and tasks that exist, at least 

this list of tasks and competencies is found relevant for the job of the network coordinator (of 

a dementia care network). 

 Possibly, these tasks and competencies could be queried again by other respondents 

from other types of (care) networks, to see if there’s any difference with other networks’ 

preferences. Furthermore, these tasks and competencies can be queried again in a different 

way. For example, several points could be divided over the different tasks and competencies, 

which forces the respondents to think of which tasks and competencies are really the most 

important. Focus groups of other (care) networks than dementia care networks could also be 
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queried, to see if the tasks and competencies of network coordination in the Netherlands can 

be uniformly agreed upon. Perhaps, different types of care networks can collaborate better 

after agreement and integrated care could be improved. Last, because the competencies of the 

network coordinator are in its infancy internationally, testing these tasks and competencies in 

another context and (health care) system than the Netherlands could contribute to the 

booming business and studies surrounding network management. 
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Appendix 1 Overview participants of study 
 

Names of networks 

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen Keten dementie de 

Liemers 

Netwerk dementie 

Oost-Achterhoek 

Stedelijke keten 

dementie Rotterdam 

Almere Keten dementie 

Zoetermeer (sinds 

2018 op weg naar 

afhankelijkheid van 

keten Haaglanden) 

Netwerk dementie 

Zeist 

Transmuraal netwerk 

Midden-Holland: 

TANDEM 

Dementienetwerk 

Breda e.o. 

Keten dementie 

Waardenland 

Netwerk dementie 

Zuid-Holland Noord 

Twente 

Dementienetwerk 

Zutphen 

Netwerk dementie 

Drenthe 

Netwerk 

dementie/geriatrie 

Oost-Veluwe 

(Apeldoorn, 

Brummen, Ede, 

Heerde, Hattem) 

Westelijke 

Mijnstreek 

DKT Noordelijke 

Maasvallei 

Netwerk dementie 

Eindhoven e.o. 

Netwerk 

dementie/geriatrie 

Oss, Uden, Veghel: 

Samen in Zorg 

Zeeuwse 

Zorgschakels 

Dementie 

3 netwerken in 

Zeeland 

Netwerk dementie 

Groningen 

Regio Haaglanden Zorgnetwerk 

Midden-Brabant 

Groningen Netwerk dementie 

Noord- en Oost 

Flevoland 

RPD Bergen op 

Zoom, Roosendaal 

Zuid-Hollandse 

Eilanden BAR 

HBD Parkstad HBD Noord- en 

Midden-Limburg 

Nijmegen Zeeuwse 

Zorgschakels 

4 niet ingevuld 

(N=37) 

Lekstroom   

Table 1. Names of the networks that participated in the study 

 

Name Company Expertise 

Bart de 

Vries 

Adviesbureau 

Berenschot, Utrecht 
 Has his origins as organization/assessment 

psychologist. 

 In the field of competency development, 

safety/crisis management, public/social 

domain and healthcare.  

 Not specifically for network coordinators, 

but same type of jobs. 

Ben 

Venneman 

Director Bureau Ben 

Venneman 
 Origin in social psychiatry, master of 

science in nursing. 

 In the field of competency development and 

curriculum development. Started in 

collaboration with Saxion and Windesheim 

a training/consultancy centre for health 

care. 
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 Specifically, busy with the development of 

methods of core tasks and work processes, 

related to competencies. 

 Does a lot in neighbourhoods, care and 

cure, in public/social domain. Developed a 

task/job profile of the network coordinator 

of the social domain. 

 Activities are for example organizational 

consultancy, coaching, method 

development, training and education, 

innovation projects etc. 

Erik F. 

Steketee 

De Processpecialisten  Has done a lot of projects. Went from 

writing reports to real-time workshops for 

clients. To make them think about their 

own work. 

 In the field of health care, but also other 

public/social domain properties, like crisis 

management, justice, tax etc. 

Anja van 

der Aa 

Director/Board 

Gezond NL, author 
 Did a lot at the start of network and chain 

management in the Netherlands and 

wrote/did several books/congresses about 

it. 

 Nowadays focused on a process responsible 

person (procesverantwoordelijke) instead of 

the network coordinator, due to more 

autonomy and independency. Works 

preferably in the neighbourhood, because 

the number 1 demanders are the people in 

the neighbourhood so care needs to be 

organized around them. 
Table 2. The experts that participated in the study 
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Appendix 2 Overview literature study on which questions are based 

2.1 Competencies 
Administrative-

organizational 

competencies 

 Goal/Result oriented (O’Leary et al. 2012; National CVA 2012; Palliative 

phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Facilitation, as in the ability to use instruments that contribute to the network 

goals (O’Leary et al. 2012; Dementia Zoetermeer 2016). 

 Negotiation (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Interest-based or collaborative problem solving (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Skill in group dynamics, is ‘connector’ of the network due to connective 

ability, creates and maintains collaboration (O’Leary et al. 2012; 

Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Klijn, 

Steijn, Edelenbos 2010; Dementia Zoetermeer 2016). 

 Leadership, as in directing, delegating, controlling, people and relationships, 

in stimulation to certain directions and collaboration, guidance to employees, 

adaptation of style and method of leadership to different involved (Aetsveld 

2018; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Huxham & 

Vangen in Schruijer 2011; Ministery of BZK 2016; National CVA 2012; 

Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Teamwork, as in development of common goals and principles in the group, 

provide safety and openness, enlarge mutual involvement which enhances 

collaboration (Aetsveld 2018). 

 To identify stakeholders, organize well, inform them and satisfy them with 

the result (Aetsveld 2018; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002). 

 Ability to deal with dynamics, organizational culture differences and 

individuals, as in compromise, conflict resolution (de-escalation) consensus 

building and mediation (O’Leary et al. 2012; Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 

2010). 

 Ability to accept the positon, as in knowing that his/her position has to be re-

acquired over and over again at different collaboration tables, and his/her 

position is put to test by all network partners (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; 

Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016). 

 Ability to operate independently (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; 

Ministry of BZK 2016). 

 Is working process- and plan wise in a structured way (Movisie/VOLON in 

Venneman 2010; Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De 

Bilt 2017). 

 Is collaborator and catalyser, as in shared leadership in practice, meaning 

more roles executing leadership, to bring knowledge together in the network 

and create critical perspectives. Collaboration and co-creation based on the 

‘broader’ domain instead of ‘own’ domain (Chrislip & Larson in Schruijer 

2011; Ministry of BZK 2016). 

 Is inspirer (Ministry of BZK 2016; National CVA 2012). 

Social-

communicative 

competencies 

 Open minded (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Patience (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Risk oriented (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Diplomatic (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Works well with people, is connective (O’Leary et al. 2012; Movisie/VOLON 

in Venneman 2010). 

 Good, effective communicator, as in orally/written clear and decisive 

(O’Leary et al. 2012; Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Palliative phase 

Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Excellent listener (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Accurate information exchange (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Transparency to all people involved (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Environmental sensitivity, as in being internally/externally informed about 

organizational, societal and political developments, and to adjust to the 

context when needed (Aetsveld 2018; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; Toezicht 
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Sociaal Domein 2016; Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia 

De Bilt 2017). 

 Marketing talker, as in the ability to talk with suppliers and clients (V.d. Aa & 

Konijn 2002). 

 Is convincing (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010). 

 Must be accessible to clients, network partners and their individuals, related 

to relationship management (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Toezicht 

Sociaal Domein 2016). 

 Cultural sensitivity, as in open for differences in the ethical, cultural, social 

context (Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Ministry of BZK 2016). 

 Bridge builder, as in between different interests of organizations and 

professionals (Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014; Palliative phase Westelijke 

Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

Intellectual 

competencies 

 To analyze, anticipate and act when needed, as in signaling problems, 

reducing risk, exploit opportunities and adjust plans (Aetsveld 2018; Toezicht 

Sociaal Domein 2016). 

 Management sensitivity, as in anticipation on relevant events that could 

possibly influence policy and positions of the involved (Aetsveld 2018). 

 Tied leadership, as in the ability to work with and give leadership to parties 

with different interests, identities and perspectives, is connector (Aetsveld 

2018; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; National CVA 2012). 

 Leadership without formal power, as in the ability to operate without 

hierarchical authority, needed for (tied) leadership (Aetsveld 2018; Dementia 

Zoetermeer 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Strategic leadership, as in vision/big picture thinking, facilitator of leadership, 

creative approaches to problem solving, sharing of leadership, power and 

credit (O’Leary et al. 2012; Chrislip & Larson in Schruijer 2011). 

 Freedom to act, as in giving their own interpretation on their work, sometimes 

provided by others, but making his/her own choices (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002). 

 Helicopter view, internally and externally, as in the ability to look with the 

overview of all knowledge, experiences, insights and visions needed. 

Therefore, a position where this is possible is taken as well as a position 

where the maximum of information can be gathered and where the process 

and progress of agreements made can be monitored (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; 

Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Ministry of BZK 2016; National CVA 2012). 

 Ability to look ahead, as in analysis and synthesis based on observation of all 

key players and stakeholders as basis of action (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002). 

 Estimation and feasibility, as in the ability to estimate the process and 

(im)materials needed. NC’s are tireless when it comes to motivating people to 

perform for the network goals (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002). 

 Has HBO+ level (Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014; Palliative phase 

Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

Emotional 

competencies 

 Self-confident (O’Leary et al. 2012; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016). 

 Unselfish (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Honesty and integrity on the daily basis, as in working with a moral compass, 

consciously serving the public interest, transparency and traceable (O’Leary 

et al. 2012; Ministry of BZK 2016). 

 Empathetic (O’Leary et al. 2012; V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002; Toezicht Sociaal 

Domein 2016). 

 Trustworthy (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Respectful (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Self-aware (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Friendly (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Sense of humor (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Personal stability, as in staying afloat, perseverance between different 

interests, identities (Aetsveld 2018; Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 

 Passion and drive, as in being strongly motivated by their own passion and 

drive for what they’re looking for in life and work (V.d. Aa & Konijn 2002). 
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 Is good in relationship management, builds and maintains relationships, e.g. 

to win trust (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 

2016). 

 Good listener (Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016). 

 Has self-knowledge, as in having insight in own identity, norms and values, 

strengths and weaknesses, qualities, competencies, interests, ambitions and 

behaviour and the effect of this on his/her decisions and context (Venneman 

2010; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; Ministry of BZK 2016). 

 Is a motivator, stimulator and supporter for the ones involved (Huxham & 

Vangen in Schruijer 2011; Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia 

Zoetermeer 2016). 

 Has an enthusiastic, positive attitude (Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 

2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Assertive, combined with flexibility (Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 

Task-oriented 

competencies 

 Flexible, as in the ability to take on many different roles and different tasks, 

to be able to work in different situations (O’Leary et al. 2012; V.d. Aa & 

Konijn 2002; National CVA 2012). 

 Persistent and diligent (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Decisive/persuasiveness, as in the definition of limits for the sake of the 

network and to support his/her chosen position with facts, take action on time, 

stay focused on the goal despite distractions and opposite perspectives, 

formulates concrete and transparent (O’Leary et al. 2012; Toezicht Sociaal 

Domein 2016; Ministry of BZK 2016; Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 

 Technical knowledge of the subject (O’Leary et al. 2012; Palliative phase 

Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Project management/Organization skills, as in indication in a concrete and 

measurable way what the goal is, in what domain and what terms. Ability to 

determine priorities effectively, with actions, timespan and resources 

(O’Leary et al. 2012; Toezicht Sociaal Domein 2016; National CVA 2012; 

Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 

 Time management (O’Leary et al. 2012). 

 Is initiative (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Dementia Zoetermeer 

2016). 

 Dares to speak about partners’ responsibilities (Movisie/VOLON in 

Venneman 2010; Dementia Noord-Limburg 2014). 

 Is creative, pioneer and stimulates creativity (Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 

2010; Palliative phase Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Is monitor. Collects management information and prepares reports 

(Movisie/VOLON in Venneman 2010; Dementia Zoetermeer 2016). 

 

2.2 Tasks 
Management of 

accountability 

 Takes control of the network: Directing/Leading collaborating network 

partners, directs projects for quality improvement (Venneman 2010; 

Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile Helmond 

2015; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

 Has permission to steer organizations (with mandatory character) (Dementia 

NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Palliative phase NC Profile Westelijke 

Mijnstreek 2016). 

 Core tasks are on the tactical level, not on the individual case level (CVA NC 

Profile 2012). 

 Action and evaluation: Responsible for the plan of action of the network (and 

adjustment of it) that takes the autonomy and interests of the different parties 

into consideration (Venneman 2010; Dementia NC Profile Helmond 2015). 

 Responsible for registering, measuring, reporting results to steering group, 

municipalities, insurance companies and network partners (Dementia NC 

Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile Midden-Limburg 2014; 

Dementia NC Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia NC Profile Maastricht-

Heuvelland 2014). 
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 Responsible for execution of agreements made between network partners 

(Dementia NC Profile Midden-Limburg 2014). 

 Develops, within frameworks, care-related policy (Dementia NC Profile 

Midden-Limburg 2014). 

 Gives functional and operational leadership to casemanagers (Dementia NC 

Profile Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014). 

 Sets organizational conditions for casemanagers (Dementia NC Profile 

Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014). 

 Speaks up to network partners concerning their contribution to the network 

goals (Palliative phase NC Profile Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016). 

Management of 

legitimacy 

 Networking, PR, informing: is a catalyser, organiser, connector (sensitive for 

relationships) of the network (Venneman 2010). Is the link between project 

group, working group, and the network of national/regional/local contacts in 

care and well-being (Dementia NC Profile Midden-Limburg 2014). 

 Activation: choosing the organizations that take part in the network, 

determination of formation (Agranoff & McGuire 2001). 

 Mobilizing: organizes support and effort (Agranoff & McGuire 2001). 

 Secures implementation and anchoring of the network (CVA NC Profile 

2012; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

Management of 

conflict 

 Signaller and policy advisor: Signals problems, monitors and tests whether 

network works following plan of action, and anticipates when needed 

(Venneman 2010; CVA NC Profile 2012; Dementia NC Profile Noord-

Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile Zuid-Kennemerland 2015; Dementia 

NC Profile Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014; Palliative phase NC Profile 

Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

 Consultation: Takes own position with own vision in different 

local/regional/national/political interests and prepares strategic consultation. 

Therefore, serves the whole network, not just one party (Venneman 2010; 

CVA NC Profile 2012). 

 Synthesizing: facilitates interaction and trust between network partners 

(Agranoff & McGuire 2001). 

Management of 

design 

 Framing: captures rules, norms, values, roles and structures of all involved 

(Agranoff & McGuire 2001). 

 Central point of contact: maintains contact with network partners and 

necessary contacts (CVA NC Profile 2012; Dementia NC Profile Noord-

Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia NC Profile 

Zuid-Kennemerland 2015; Dementia NC Profile Maastricht-Heuvelland 

2014; Palliative phase NC Profile Westelijke Mijnstreek 2016). 

 Keeps track of national/regional/provincial/local development and follows 

this development (Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC 

Profile Helmond 2015; Dementia NC Profile De Bilt 2017). 

 Gives presentations and guest lectures (Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 

2014). 

 Is board member of DNN (Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014). 

 Organizes 2 times a year a meeting for casemanagers to exchange knowledge 

and to improve the casemanagers’ expertise (Dementia NC Profile Helmond 

2015). 

Management of 

commitment 

 Director without formal power (Venneman 2010; Aetsveld 2018; Dementia 

Zoetermeer 2016; Dementia De Bilt 2017). 

 Coordinator on different levels: strategical, tactical/program, operational level 

(Venneman 2010; Dementia NC Profile Zoetermeer 2016). 

 Supports and advises organizations of the network in fulfilling their roles 

(Dementia NC Profile Noord-Limburg 2014; Dementia NC Profile 

Maastricht-Heuvelland 2014; Palliative phase NC Profile Westelijke 

Mijnstreek 2016). 

 Organizes 11 times a year “Steunpunt overleg” and aligns partners in this 

(Dementia NC Profile Helmond 2015). 

 Has meetings with other NC’s of the umbrella organization (Dementia NC 

Profile Helmond 2015). 
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 Organizes 1 or 2 times a year a meeting for all network partners (Dementia 

NC Profile Helmond 2015). 

 

Appendix 3 Overview variables in SPSS 
 

Variable name/code in SPSS Label/Description Measure level 

Enq_Nr Number of survey and 

respondent 

Scale 

Email E-mail address of respondent Nominal 

Tel_Nr Telephone number of when 

filled in 

Scale 

Sex Sex of respondent Nominal 

Educ Education level of respondent Ordinal 

(1=Basisschoolonderwijs, 

2=VMBO, 3=HAVO, 

4=VWO, 5=(Post-)MBO, 

6=(Post-)HBO, 7=(Post-

)WO, 8=No Response) 

Regio Region of the network Nominal (1=Noord, 

2=Oost, 3=Zuid, 

4=Westm 5=No 

Response) 

Other_Regio When box “other” region is 

ticked 

Nominal 

Name_Netw Name of the network Nominal 

Quant_Partn Number of partners in the 

network 

Scale 

Ondsch_Partn Explanation differences in 

network partners 

Nominal 

Quant_Reg_Netw Number of networks 

coordinator by NC 

Scale 

Soort_Netw What types of networks are 

being coordinated 

Nominal 

Quant_Contract Size of the contract (hours) Scale 

Diff_Funct_NReg Different types of functions of 

NC 

Nominal 

Quant_Jaren_NReg Number of years of NC in this 

particular function 

Scale 

Feedb_Quest The extent to which the 

survey is clear to the 

respondent 

Nominal 

KT1A_pva_rapp Core task 1A (management of 

responsibility): Responsible 

for set up and evaluate the 

plan of action and report of 

results to the steering group 

etc. 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT1B_control Core task 1B: controls the 

network, keeping the 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 
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autonomy and interests of all 

partners in mind 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT2A_formatie Core task 2A (management of 

legitimacy; like reputation, 

acceptation and right of 

existence): chooses the 

formation and mobilizes it 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT2B_Verb_Katalys Core task 2B: Informing, 

networking, Pr, as catalyzer 

en organiser of network 

partners 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT3A_signal_anticip Core task 3A (management of 

conflict: to prevent 

development of task-related 

conflicts into relational 

conflicts): signals, monitors 

and tests if network works 

following plan of action 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT3B_eigpos Core task 3B: Keeps own 

position and vision mids the 

different interests, therefore 

serves the whole network 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT4A_centr_contact Core task 4A (management of 

design, tension between 

stability and flexibility of the 

network): being the central 

point of contact and follows 

all developments 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT4B_lid_DNN Core task 4B: is member of 

DNN (Dementie Netwerk 

Nederland) 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT5A_ondst_partn Core task 5A (management of 

commitment): support 

network partners in fulfilling 

their network tasks 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

KT5B_coord_versch_niv Core task 5B: Is coordinator 

on different levels of the 

network, e.g. strategical, 

tactical/program, operational 

Interval (1=Totally not 

relevant, 2=Not relevant, 

3=Neutral, 4=Relevant, 

5=Totally relevant) 

Miss_Taken Blank space, if NC’s miss 

some Core tasks 

Nominal 

C1A_leidsch Competencytype 1A 

(Administrative-

organizational competencies): 

leadership skills, as in 

directing, delegating, 

supporting etc. 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C1A_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

Scale 
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this competency, at this 

moment 

C1B_Result Competencytype 1B: is result 

oriented and works process 

and plan based in a structured 

manner 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C1B_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C1C_Open_Safe Competencytype 1C: Ensures 

openness and group safety 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C1C_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C2A_commun Competencytype 2A (social-

communicatieve 

competencies): is 

communicatively competent 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C2A_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C2B_Groepsdyn Competencytype 2B: skills in 

group dynamics, is connector 

of the network by creation 

and maintenance of 

collaboration 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C2B_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C2C_Relatieb Competencytype 2C: is good 

in relationship management, 

good in working with 

different types of people 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C2C_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C2D_Omgsens Is ambient sensitive, informed 

about organizations, societal 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 
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and political development. 

Can adapt to context. 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C2D_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C2E_Brug Competency type 2E: is 

bridge builder, between 

different interests of 

organizations and 

professionals 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C2E_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C2F_Cultsens Competency type 2F: is 

cultural sensitive, is open for 

diversity in ethical, cultural 

and social context 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C2F_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C3A_Hbo Competencytype 3A 

(intellectual competencies): 

has minimum educational 

level of Hbo (applied 

university) 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C3B_verb_leidsch Competencytype 3B: 

connective leadership, can 

work with and direct different 

parties 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C3B_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C3C_helikv Competencytype 3C: has a 

helicopterview, a view that 

combines all relevent 

knowledge, e.g. to monitor 

made agreements 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C3C_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C3D_analy_antic Competencytype 3D: 

analyses, anticipates and takes 

action on time 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 
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4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C3D_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C3E_strat_leidsch Competencytype 3E: 

strategical leadership (thinks 

in visions and forward etc.) 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C3E_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C4A_zelfkennis Competencytype 4A 

(emotional competencies): 

has self-knowledge, and 

knows how own ID, norms 

and values, influence the 

context and his/her job 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C4A_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C4B_empath Competencytype 4B: is 

empathic, can empathize with 

situations of others 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C4B_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C4C_motiv Competency 4C: is motivator, 

stimulator and supporter of 

involved parties 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C4C_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C4D_moreel Competencytype 4D: has a 

moral compass, with integrity, 

honesty and reliability 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C4D_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

Scale 
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this competency, at this 

moment 

C5A_besluitv Competency 5A (task-

oriented competencies): Is 

decisive, can support his/her 

opinion with legitimate 

arguments, stays focused on 

network goals 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C5A_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C5B_flex Competencytype 5B: Is 

flexible, can take different 

tasks and roles depending on 

context 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C5B_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C5C_Dementie Competencytype 5C: Has 

knowledge of the subject, in 

this case dementia care 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C5C_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C5D_vaard_pm Competencytype 5D: has 

project management skills, 

can set achievable goals and 

priorities, incl. time frame and 

(im)material supplies 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C5D_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C5E_creat Competencytype 5E: takes 

initiative and stimulates 

creativity 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C5E_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

C5F_aanspr_verantw Competencytype 5F: dares to 

speak up, referring to 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 
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responsibilities of network 

partners, by adequate 

monitoring 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

C5F_Cijfer The extent to which the NC 

thinks he/or she is good in 

this competency, at this 

moment 

Scale 

Miss_Comp Blank space, if NC’s miss 

certain competencies 

Nominal 

Mening_Educ To what extent it is important 

for NC that there’ll be a study 

for network coordination 

Interval (1=Totally not 

important, 2=Not 

important, 3=Neutral, 

4=Important, 5=Totally 

important) 

Behoef_Educ When study is available, does 

NC feel the need to follow 

(and why)? 

Nominal 

Fact1_samenw Factors/activities by NC that 

influence collaboration 

in/between networks 

Nominal (0=Not ticked, 

1=Ticked) 

Fact2_samenw Factors/activities by NC that 

influence collaboration 

in/between networks 

Nominal (0=Not ticked, 

1=Ticked) 

Fact3_samenw Factors/activities by NC that 

influence collaboration 

in/between networks 

Nominal (0=Not ticked, 

1=Ticked) 

Fact4_samenw Factors/activities by NC that 

influence collaboration 

in/between networks 

Nominal (0=Not ticked, 

1=Ticked) 

Other_samenw “Other” activities or factors 

that influence collaboration 

in/between networks 

Nominal 
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Appendix 4 Topic list and questionnaire 
Standard topic list (in Dutch) 

Start: privacy – opnemen gesprek – naam noemen/Anja van der Aa 

1) Introductie 

 Eigen introductie 

- Roos Uffink, Gezondheidswetenschappen, Master HCM 

- Netwerkregie gespecificeerd naar dementiezorg. 

- Methoden: vragenlijst netwerkregisseurs, interviews experts. 

- Doel onderzoek: competentieprofiel en factoren gerelateerd aan 

netwerkregisseur met invloed op samenwerking. 

 Introductie Expert 

- Achtergrond en werk 

- Ervaring met netwerkregie, algemeen/zorg, competenties. 

 

2) Netwerkregie 

 Algemene visie op netwerkregie, verschil zorg. 

 5 kerntaken Milward & Provan, taken volgens expert. 

 Verschillende context, verschillende (goede/mindere) voorbeelden. 

 

3) Netwerkregisseurs 

 Keuze competenties uit gevonden documenten plaatsen onder het model van 

Nieuwenhuis: 

- Uitleg 1) Bestuurlijk-organisatorisch 2) Sociaal-communicatief 3) Intellectueel 

4) Emotioneel 5) Taakgericht. 

- Taken netwerkregisseur model Milward & Provan. 

 Competenties volgens expert 

 Factoren netwerkregisseur die samenwerking binnen/tussen netwerk beïnvloeden. 

 Visie op deze factoren/activiteiten. 

 Voorbeelden. 

 

Questionnaire (in Dutch) 
Vragenlijst voor de netwerk-/ketenregisseur dementie betreft de taken van en 
competenties benodigd voor de functie.  

1. Introductie 

Welkom bij de vragenlijst die gaat over uzelf: de regisseur van een keten of netwerk van de 

dementiezorg! Dit onderzoek beoogt uw functie verder te professionaliseren en versterken 

(doel DNN 2018), en wordt door uw eigen mening gevormd. Deze vragenlijst is opgesteld 

voor mijn afstudeeronderzoek van de master Health Care Management (Erasmus Universiteit 

Rotterdam), dat begeleid wordt door Frank Beemer en Robbert Huijsman. Daarnaast kan het 

onderzoek mogelijk input geven voor de Leergang voor ketenregisseurs dementie en voor het 

Vilansprogramma Dementiezorg Voor Elkaar. Dit onderzoek zal ongeveer 15 minuten duren. 

De gegevens worden geheel anoniem meegenomen, tenzij u daar anders toestemming voor 

geeft. Wanneer u de vragenlijst invult en uw e-mailadres achterlaat, zult de beschikking 

krijgen over de resultaten. Alvast bedankt voor uw moeite en inzet. 

 

NB: Onder ‘netwerk’ worden voor dit onderzoek zowel ‘keten’ als ‘netwerk’ verstaan, door 

ambiguïteit in definitie in het Nederlandse regielandschap. 

 

2. Relevante taken van de netwerk coördinator 
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In het volgende onderdeel zullen een aantal taken en competenties voorgelegd worden, 

waarna u wordt gevraagd te bepalen in hoeverre u bepaalde taken relevant vindt en in 

hoeverre u bepaalde competenties van belang vindt voor uw functie. 

 

We beginnen met een aantal taken die u mogelijk uit zou moeten voeren. U geeft op een 

schaal aan in hoeverre u de bepaalde taak relevant vindt: Totaal niet relevant - Niet relevant - 

Neutraal - Relevant - Helemaal relevant. 

 

Onderdeel 1: Het managen van verantwoordelijkheid, de verantwoordelijkheid dragen 

als netwerk coördinator 

- Is verantwoordelijk voor het opstellen, evalueren en bijstellen van het plan van aanpak 

van het netwerk, en voor het rapporteren van resultaten aan de stuurgroep van het 

netwerk (en andere belanghebbenden). 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

- Heeft controle over het netwerk, d.m.v. het begeleiden van netwerkpartners betreft 

hun taken voor kwaliteitsbevordering van het netwerk. Dit kan zowel van informeel 

als mandaat karakter zijn. Houdt daarbij ten alle tijde rekening met de autonomie en 

belangen van de verschillende deelnemende partijen. 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

 

Onderdeel 2: Het managen van de legitimiteit van het netwerk, zoals de reputatie, 

acceptatie en bestaansrecht. 

- Kiest de formatie, samenstelling van het netwerk en mobiliseert deze, wat voor 

verankering van het netwerk kan zorgen.  

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

- Heeft als taak te netwerken, informeren en Pr uit te voeren, als een soort katalysator, 

organisator en verbinder van netwerkpartners. 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

 

Onderdeel 3: Het managen van taak gerelateerde conflicten om relationele conflicten 

tussen organisaties en individuen te voorkomen. 

- Signaleert problemen, monitort en toetst of het netwerk volgens het plan van aanpak 

werkt en anticipeert wanneer nodig. 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

- Behoudt de eigen positie en visie te midden van verschillende 

lokale/regionale/nationale/politieke belangen, en dient daarmee de gehele keten (niet 

louter 1 partij). 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

 

Onderdeel 4: Het managen van de spanning tussen stabiliteit van het netwerk aan de 

ene kant en de flexibiliteit aan de andere kant. 

- Is het centrale punt van contact en behoudt ook alle benodigde contacten intern/extern 

het netwerk. Volgt daarnaast alle nationale/regionale/provinciale/lokale 

ontwikkelingen. 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

- Is lid van Dementie Netwerk Nederland (DNN). 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 
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Onderdeel 5: Als uitkomsten van het netwerk goed zijn, zijn partijen eerder geneigd 

deel te nemen aan het netwerk. Omdat (goede) uitkomsten veranderlijk zijn, is het 

managen van betrokkenheid/deelname nodig: het managen van commitment. 

- Is bestuurder van het netwerk, maar zonder formele machtspositie. 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

- Is coördinator op verschillende niveaus van het netwerk, bijv. strategisch, 

tactisch/programma, operationeel. 

1 = totaal niet relevant 2 = niet relevant 3 = neutraal 4 = relevant 5 = helemaal relevant 

 

Onderdeel 6: Missen er nog bepaalde taken die u relevant vindt voor uw functie? 

Open 

 

3. Relevante competenties van de netwerk coördinator die benodigd zijn voor het 

uitvoeren van de taken 

Competentie is het vermogen van een persoon om kennis, vaardigheden en attitudes 

geïntegreerd te gebruiken in de dagelijkse werksituatie. Specifiek gedrag wordt onbewust 

bepaald door de kennis, vaardigheden en attitudes die iemand vertoont, die de onderliggende 

competenties van de persoon tot uiting laten komen. U geeft op d.m.v. de volgende schaal aan 

in hoeverre u de voorgelegde competentie van belang vindt: Totaal niet van belang - Niet van 

belang - Neutraal - Van belang - Helemaal van belang. 

 

Onderdeel 1: Bestuurlijk- organisatorische competenties 

- Heeft leiderschapsvaardigheden, als in het besturen, delegeren, begeleiden van 

individuen en organisaties voor samenwerkingsrelaties. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is resultaatgericht, d.m.v. het in het oog houden van de netwerkdoelen en realisatie 

ervan. Werkt daarbij proces- en plangericht op een gestructureerde manier. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Zorgt voor openheid en groepsveiligheid. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

Onderdeel 2: Sociaal-communicatieve competenties 

- Is communicatief vaardig en transparant, zowel mondeling als schriftelijk, en kan 

goed luisteren. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 
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- Heeft vaardigheden in groepsdynamiek. Is als het ware “verbinder” van het 

netwerk door het creëren en onderhouden van samenwerking. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is goed in relatiebeheer, als in het goed kunnen werken met (verschillende typen) 

mensen. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is omgevingssensitief, als in het intern/extern geïnformeerd zijn over organisaties, 

maatschappelijke- en politieke ontwikkeling, en kan zich daardoor aanpassen aan 

de context. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is bruggenbouwer, tussen verschillende belangen van organisaties en 

professionals. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is cultureel sensitief, als in het open staan voor verscheidenheid in ethische, 

culturele en sociale context. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

Onderdeel 3: Intellectuele competenties 

- Heeft minimaal HBO niveau. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

 

- Voert verbonden leiderschap uit, mede door de non-formele machtspositie. 

Verbonden leiderschap betekent het kunnen werken met en leidinggeven aan 

partijen met verschillende belangen, identiteiten en perspectieven. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 
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- Heeft een helikopterview, als in het kunnen kijken met een blik die alle kennis, 

ervaringen, inzichten en visies die nodig zijn meeneemt. Door deze positie aan te 

nemen is het bijvoorbeeld mogelijk om gemaakte afspraken te monitoren. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Kan analyseren, anticiperen en tijdig actie ondernemen wanneer nodig. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Voert strategisch leiderschap uit. Kan bijvoorbeeld visie- en vooruitdenken, 

gedeeld leiderschap voeren, en macht en eer delen. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

Onderdeel 4: Emotionele competenties 

- Heeft zelfkennis over kennen, voelen en kunnen, en weet hoe eigen identiteit, 

normen, waarden, sterktes en zwaktes de omgeving en het werk beïnvloeden. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is empathisch, kan zich inleven in de belevingswereld en situatie van anderen. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is motivator, stimulator en begeleider van de betrokken partijen. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Werkt met een moreel kompas, als in het integer, eerlijk en betrouwbaar zijn. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

Onderdeel 5: Taak gerelateerde competenties 

- Is besluitvaardig, kan zijn/haar mening onderbouwen met feiten, en kan gefocust 

blijven op de doelen ondanks de afleidingen die op het pad komen. 
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1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is flexibel, als in het aan kunnen nemen van verschillende rollen en taken betreft 

de context, en kan werken in verschillende situaties. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Heeft kennis van het onderwerp (in dit geval de dementiezorg). 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Beschikt over projectmanagement vaardigheden. Kan haalbare doelen en 

prioriteiten stellen, inclusief tijdsbestek en (im)materiele benodigdheden. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Is initiatiefrijk, creatief en stimuleert creativiteit. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

- Durft partners aan te spreken op hun verantwoordelijkheid voor de taken betreft de 

netwerkdoelen, door adequaat te monitoren. 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

Hoe goed acht u zich, op dit moment, in deze competentie? Geeft u s.v.p. een 

cijfer tussen 0(-) en 10 (+) 

 

Onderdeel 6: Missen er nog bepaalde competenties die u van belang vindt voor uw 

functie? 

Open 

 

Onderdeel 7: Belang van opleiding 

- In hoeverre acht u het van belang dat er een opleiding gericht op netwerkregie 

komt? 

1 = totaal niet van belang 2 = niet van belang 3 = neutraal 4 = van belang 5 = 

helemaal van belang 

- Indien er een opleiding beschikbaar komt, zou u hier dan behoefte aan hebben? 

Ja, eventuele toelichting: ... 

Nee, eventuele toelichting: ... 
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4. Als derde onderdeel van deze vragenlijst wil ik u vragen factoren van u en/of de 

activiteiten uitgevoerd door u te benoemen, waarvan u denkt dat deze de 

samenwerking binnen en/of tussen netwerken beïnvloeden. Dit kan beïnvloeding 

op zowel een positieve, negatieve of neutrale manier zijn. U kunt de 

factoren/activiteiten aanvinken waarvan u denkt dat deze van invloed zijn, en vult u 

gerust aan: 

o Het uitkiezen van deelnemende organisaties. 

o Het vastleggen van regels, waarden, rollen en structuur. 

o Het organiseren van steun en inspanning. 

o Het faciliteren van interactie en vertrouwen tussen de deelnemers. 

o Overig, namelijk ... 

o .......... 

 

5. Ten vierde wil ik namens Robbert Huijsman uw aandacht vragen voor het volgende. 

Sinds zijn onderzoek gericht op de modellen voor casemanagement is de worsteling 

generalistisch versus ziekte-specifieke benadering nog altijd één van de kernissues bij 

casemanagement, het bestaan van dementienetwerken en de Zorgstandaard Dementie. 

Maar ook bij de sociale wijkteams en de WMO in het algemeen, bij huisartsen, tussen 

internisten en klinisch geriaters, en bij samenwerking tussen netwerken dementie 

versus kwetsbare ouderen. Daarom zou hij van jullie, als regisseurs, graag willen 

weten hoe gedacht wordt over het volgende: 

Wat acht u het beste voor integrale zorg en ondersteuning voor mensen met dementie? 

o Een ziekte-specifieke benadering 

o Een meer generalistische benadering 

o Geef s.v.p. uw toelichting: Open 

 

6. Achtergrondinfo 

- Mag ik u na afloop van de analyse van de resultaten nog benaderen voor 

verduidelijking via een kort telefonisch gesprek? 

o Ja, telefoonnummer: ... 

o Nee, liever niet. 

- U bent: 

o Man 

o Vrouw 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- Wat is uw hoogst genoten opleiding? 

o Basisschoolonderwijs 

o Middelbaar onderwijs, namelijk: 

VMBO 

HAVO 

VWO 

o (Post)-MBO 

o (Post)-HBO 

o (Post)-Universitair 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- In welke regio bent u regisseur? 

o Noord 

o Oost 

o Zuid 
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o West 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- Als u zo vrij wilt zijn, wat is de naam van het netwerk dat u onder uw hoede heeft?  

o Open 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- Hoe veel partners, als in organisaties, nemen er (ongeveer) deel aan het netwerk? 

Open 

- Kunt deze onderscheiden naar het type partners dat vertegenwoordigd is? Denk 

bijv. aan het aantal thuiszorg partners, gemeentelijke partners, huisarts partners, 

financiële partners, etc. 

- Is dit het enige netwerk dat door u geregisseerd wordt? 

o Ja 

o Nee, ik regisseer namelijk ... netwerken 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- Bent u alleen regisseur van een dementienetwerk/keten? 

o Ja 

o Nee, ik regisseer naast het dementienetwerk ook netwerken op gebied van 

.... (zorg) 

- Kunt u de omvang van uw contract omschrijven? (Uren/dagen e.d.) 

o Open 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- Bekleedt u naast uw werk als netwerk coördinator nog (een) andere functie(s)? 

o Nee 

o Ja, namelijk ... 

o Ja, maar zeg ik liever niet 

- Hoeveel jaren bent u al netwerkregisseur, specifiek in deze huidige functie? 

o Open 

o Zeg ik liever niet 

- Vond u deze vragenlijst duidelijk? Kunt u toelichten waarom wel/niet? Tips zijn 

welkom! 
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Appendix 5 Code tree 
 

 

 

  

Competencies

Communiative 
skills (Number of 

experts 
mentioned: 4)

Task connectivity 
(3)

Leadership skills 
(4)

Give direction to 
process (3)

Intellectual ability 
(3)

Helicopter view (3)

Provide conflict 
management (2)

Multiple 
partnership (2)

Tasks

Informal 
leadership (4)

Strong information 
position (2)

Solve structural 
problems on 

higher strategical 
level (2)

Connecting 
activities; keep 

network alive (2)

Factors 
collaboration

Practical wisdom 
(2)

More connection 
with real demand 

(1)

Networks less 
open-ended, with 
more obligations 

(1)

Bringing 
knowledge, 

insights, logistic 
solutions (2)

Other logics

Context difference 
per NC (2)

NC in its core the 
same, context 

defines boundaries 
(2)

Definition chain (1)

Definition network 
(1)
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Appendix 6 Full data outcomes correlations demographic info vs 

tasks, competencies  
Correlation between 

number of partners of the 

network and: 

Correlation Coefficient Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K1A .178 No (p=.300) 

K1B .200 No (p=.242) 

K2A .175 No (p=.306) 

K2B -.105 No (p=.542) 

K3A .089 No (p=.604) 

K3B .087 No (p=.615) 

K4A .311 No (p=.065) 

K4B .320 No (p=.057) 

K5A .093 No (p=.588) 

K5B .051 No (p=.766) 

C1A -.024 No (p=.890) 

C1B .030 No (p=.861) 

C1C .205 No (p=.231) 

C2A .030 No (p=.861) 

C2B .229 No (p=.179) 

C2C .009 No (p=.957) 

C2D .294 No (p=.081) 

C2E -.082 No (p=.635) 

C2F .095 No (p=.580) 

C3A -.234 No (p=.170) 

C3B -.111 No (p=.518) 

C3C .108 No (p=.532) 

C3D -.117 No (p=.498) 

C3E .049 No (p=.776) 

C4A .123 No (p=.476) 

C4B .389 Yes (p=.019) 

C4C -.090 No (p=.601) 

C4D -.065 No (p=.708) 

C5A .115 No (p=.503) 

C5B .060 No (p=.730) 

C5C .081 No (p=.639) 

C5D .153 No (p=.372) 

C5E .119 No (p=.488) 

C5F .022 No (p=.900) 
Table 7. Total outcomes correlation number of partners of the network and tasks, competencies 

 

Correlation between 

education level of the NC 

and: 

Correlation Coefficient Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K1A .118 No (p=.486) 

K1B .258 No (p=.123) 

K2A .107 No (p=.528) 

K2B -.016 No (p=.925) 
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K3A -.115 No (p=.498) 

K3B -.174 No (p=.302) 

K4A .130 No (p=.444) 

K4B .163 No (p=336) 

K5A -.212 No (p=.207) 

K5B -.173 No (p=.307) 

C1A -.077 No (p=.655) 

C1B -.021 No (p=.904) 

C1C .167 No (p=.322) 

C2A -.211 No (p=.211) 

C2B -.087 No (p=.610) 

C2C -.306 No (p=.065) 

C2D .068 No (p=.690) 

C2E -.190 No (p=.261) 

C2F -.047 No (p=.781) 

C3A .369 Yes (p=.025) 

C3B .247 No (p=.140) 

C3C -.072 No (p=.672) 

C3D -.016 No (p=.925) 

C3E .071 No (p=.678) 

C4A -.106 No (p=.533) 

C4B .005 No (p=.976) 

C4C -.035 No (p=.835) 

C4D -.135 No (p=.426) 

C5A .177 No (p=.294) 

C5B -.118 No (p=.486) 

C5C .218 No (p=.195) 

C5D -.124 No (p=.465) 

C5E -.003 No (p=.987) 

C5F -.124 No (p=.464) 
Table 8. Total outcomes correlation education level of NC and tasks, competencies 

 

Correlation between the 

number of networks 

coordinated by 1 NC and: 

Correlation Coefficient Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K1A .112 No (p=.511) 

K1B -.029 No (p=.865) 

K2A -.235 No (p=.161) 

K2B -.247 No (p=.141) 

K3A .028 No (p=.870) 

K3B -.242 No (p=.149) 

K4A -.243 No (p=.148) 

K4B -.229 No (p=.172) 

K5A -.054 No (p=.753) 

K5B -.222 No (p=.187) 

C1A -.310 No (p=.062) 

C1B -.247 No (p=.140) 

C1C -.075 No (p=.658) 

C2A -.359 Yes (p=.029) 
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C2B -.217 No (p=.197) 

C2C -.260 No (p=.121) 

C2D -.363 Yes (p=.027) 

C2E -.220 No (p=.191) 

C2F -.293 No (p=.078) 

C3A -.103 No (p=.543) 

C3B -.158 No (p=.349) 

C3C -.177 No (p=.294) 

C3D -.376 Yes (p=.022) 

C3E -.241 No (p=.151) 

C4A -.057 No (p=.738) 

C4B -.168 No (p=.322) 

C4C -.261 No (p=.118) 

C4D .090 No (p=.594) 

C5A -.290 No (p=.081) 

C5B -.192 No (p=.255) 

C5C -.132 No (p=.437) 

C5D -.484 Yes (p=.002) 

C5E -.370 Yes (p=.024) 

C5F -.143 No (p=.398) 
Table 9. Total outcomes correlation number of networks coordinated by 1 NC and tasks, competencies 

Correlation between 

number of hours the NC 

has for the job and: 

Correlation Coefficient Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K1A .220 No (p=.190) 

K1B -.049 No (p=.772) 

K2A .095 No (p=.578) 

K2B .129 No (p=.447) 

K3A -.155 No (p=.359) 

K3B .132 No (p=.435) 

K4A -.058 No (p=.731) 

K4B .093 No (p=.583) 

K5A .146 No (p=.387) 

K5B .112 No (p=.508) 

C1A -.039 No (p=.818) 

C1B .147 No (p=.385) 

C1C -.112 No (p=.508) 

C2A -.137 No (p=.418) 

C2B .181 No (p=.282) 

C2C -.214 No (p=.204) 

C2D -.055 No (p=.745) 

C2E .113 No (p=.504) 

C2F -.117 No (p=.490) 

C3A .003 No (p=.985) 

C3B .173 No (p=.306) 

C3C -.086 No (p=.611) 

C3D -.103 No (p=.543) 

C3E -.045 No (p=.791) 

C4A .048 No (p=.777) 
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C4B .067 No (p=.692) 

C4C -.062 No (p=.714) 

C4D -.120 No (p=.478) 

C5A .204 No (p=.226) 

C5B .126 No (p=.456) 

C5C -.058 No (p=.735) 

C5D -.184 No (p=.276) 

C5E .126 No (p=.457) 

C5F .008 No (p=.964) 
Table 10. Total outcomes correlation number of hours NC has for the job and tasks, competencies 

Correlation between 

number of years the NC 

works in this function and: 

Correlation Coefficient Significant? <0.05 means 

significant (P=0.05, 2-

tailed) 

K1A .185 No (p=.782) 

K1B .237 No (p=.158) 

K2A -.029 No (p=.866) 

K2B -.086 No (p=.614) 

K3A .298 No (p=.074) (only at p=0.1) 

K3B .074 No (p=.665) 

K4A .155 No (p=.358) 

K4B .101 No (p=.550) 

K5A -.050 No (p=.767) 

K5B -.013 No (p=.939) 

C1A .088 No (p=.606) 

C1B -.256 No (p=.126) 

C1C .241 No (p=.150) 

C2A .207 No (p=.219) 

C2B -.094 No (p=.578) 

C2C -.248 No (p=.139) 

C2D .063 No (p=.712) 

C2E .084 No (p=.620) 

C2F .092 No (p=.586) 

C3A -.029 No (p=.864) 

C3B -.219 No (p=.192) 

C3C -.086 No (p=.613) 

C3D -.151 No (p=.371) 

C3E .080 No (p=.639) 

C4A .243 No (p=.147) 

C4B .311 No (p=.061) 

C4C .005 No (p=.975) 

C4D .113 No (p=.504) 

C5A -.046 No (p=.788) 

C5B .243 No (p=.148) 

C5C .463 Yes (p=.004) 

C5D .003 No (p=.989) 

C5E .142 No (p=.403) 

C5F .010 No (p=.952) 
Table 11. Total outcomes correlation number of years NC works in this function and tasks, 

competencies 
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Appendix 7 Logbook (in Dutch) 
 

PERIODE (vanaf 

goedkeuring thesisplan) 

GEDACHTEN & 

GEBEURTENISSEN 

BETEKENIS VOOR 

THESIS 

Contact met 

netwerkcoördinatoren 

voor vragenlijst 

Contact Hansje verliep goed. Ze 

wilde graag helpen met het 

onderzoek en zal een 

nieuwsbericht in DNN 21-3 met 

mijn onderzoek sturen. 

Mijn onderzoek is in 

DNN-nieuwsbericht 

verschenen als 

aankondiging. NC’s 

wisten dus dat de 

vragenlijst eraan zat te 

komen. 

Feedbackmomenten 

Robbert Huijsman & 

Frank Beemer 

Goede feedback met duidelijke 

aanknopingspunten waar verder 

kunnen. Aan het begin moest 

Frank vaak tegen me zeggen dat 

ik genoeg gelezen had en moest 

gaan ordenen wat wel/niet 

relevant was. 

Dat ordenen vond ik 

moeilijk, omdat ik graag 

alles wat mogelijk was 

mee wilde nemen in het 

onderzoek. Ik vond het 

lastig om van al die 

literatuur die er 

beschikbaar was een 

samenhangend theoretisch 

kader van te maken. Daar 

hebben de twee modellen 

van M&P en Nieuwenhuis 

erg bij geholpen. Zo kon 

ik alles wat belangrijk was 

onder de modellen scharen 

en de rest weglaten. 

Contact experts Verliep goed. Of zelf 

gecontacteerd of via Frank. 

Vrijwel alle experts waren 

ontvankelijk. Behalve het 

consultancybureau dat op een 

gegeven moment niet meer 

reageerde en ik uit het 

onderzoek geëxcludeerd heb. 

Van alle 6 benaderde heb ik 

uiteindelijk 4 geïnterviewd. 

Helaas wilde 1 expert niet 

meedoen. 

De ontvankelijkheid van 

de experts heeft er 

uiteindelijk voor gezorgd 

dat ik alle interviews half 

april al gedaan heb. 

Keuzes theoretisch kader  Moeilijk in het begin, omdat ik zo veel (vooral 

verschillende) documenten had gevonden die allemaal 

wel een beetje relevant waren. Toen heb ik heel veel 

samengevat, maar werd het nog steeds niet duidelijk 

wat ik nu eigenlijk kon gaan gebruiken voor mijn 

interviews en de vragenlijst.  

 Later heb ik toen alles wat met taken te maken had in 

een schematisch overzicht gezet per auteur. En alles 

wat te maken had met competenties te maken had ook 

per auteur. 
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 Toen besloten om alle gevonden taken te koppelen 

aan de 5 kerntaken van Milward & Provan en alle 

gevonden competenties te koppelen aan de 5 

kerncompetenties van Nieuwenhuis. 

 Tijdens interviews telkens op extra/andere gedachten 

gebracht, maar kwam ook overeen met literatuur wat 

fijn is voor verificatie.  

Vragenlijst  Ideeën getoetst bij experts. 

 Na het uitwerken van het theoretisch kader en het 

koppelen van alles wat gevonden was aan de twee 

modellen de vragenlijst gemaakt. 

 Eerst wilde ik vragenlijst invoeren in SurveyMonkey, 

omdat deze direct kan exporteren naar SPSS, maar die 

functie kostte 500 euro... zat niet in de gratis versie. 

Daarna ben ik overgestapt naar Google Formulieren 

(Forms), waarbij je onbeperkt vragen kan stellen. 

 Vragenlijst afgemaakt en voorgelegd aan Robbert en 

Frank, die het grotendeels goed vonden, misschien 

wat lang en een aantal items weg. Heb het ook aan 

Hansje voorgelegd. Die zei dat ze het zo helemaal 

goed vond. 

 Aantal items samengevoegd en verwijderd bij de 

taken sectie, om langdradigheid te voorkomen. 

 Besloten om item in vragenlijst op te nemen als het 

item (taak of competentie) 3 keer of meer in de 

bestudeerde documenten voorkwam. Af en toe ook <3 

meer genomen, wegens sterke gevoelens of opgepikt 

tijdens de expert interviews, feedback momenten, dat 

dit item ook van belang zou kunnen zijn en het handig 

zou zijn dit ook uit te vragen. 

  

Uitwerken interviews Ging best snel, ook al kost het 

veel werk. Na het uittypen heb 

ik een samenvatting gemaakt en 

teruggestuurd ter controle aan 

de experts. 

Op deze manier konden de 

experts nog aanvullingen 

doen op de transcripten. 

Coderen interviews Vond ik nog best lastig. Ben pas 

echt begonnen na het lezen van 

voldoende theorie om te kijken 

hoe ik het aan moest pakken. 

Misschien had ik ook een beetje 

een aparte groep respondenten, 

omdat alle experts van elkaar 

verschilden en je dan niet op 

gelijke concepten kunt coderen 

en vergelijken 

 

Invoeren SPSS Ging goed. Heb dat al vaker 

gedaan. Kost wel veel tijd om 

alle variabelen eerst zelf aan te 
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maken, aangezien het 81 (!) 

items waren. 

Vervolg scriptie Nadat interviews gecodeerd 

waren ging het beschrijven van 

de resultaten prima. Ook het 

interpreteren van de resultaten 

in SPSS ging goed. Vooral het 

koppelen van kwantitatief naar 

kwalitatief en om daaruit een 

discussie te schrijven vergde 

veel werk. 

 



Appendix 8 Overview outcomes expert interviews 
Results: expert opinion on necessary tasks, competencies and activities influencing collaboration (of the network coordinator)  

Competencies 

Competency/Code Description Which expert mentioned this? 

Be a connector of parties. /“Taakverbondenheid” 

(Task connectivity) 

Organizational sensitivity 

 

Connecting people in their task, with a well 

formulated task and goal. 

Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee, 

Ability to stand above parties without formal 

power and own interests. 

Keep the network interests and goals in mind as 

mediator of parties. 

Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman 

Social skills. E.g. empathy and being interested in others, 

alignment skills. 

Bart de Vries 

Leadership skills, to take the lead. To have courage and to be assertive. To align 

parties diplomatically. “Voet tussen de deur” 

Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee 

To give direction to the process. Ability to adequately finish the agenda as 

technical chairman, so that substantive decisions 

can be made. Do not forget the informal and 

formal relational circuit.  

Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee 

Provide conflict management between parties. Ability to keep a neutral position when managing 

conflict. 

Bart de Vries, Erik Steketee 

Intellectual ability: have a helicopter view and 

ability to abstract 

To separate head and side issues, and set the right 

priorities. Ability to keep oversight and formulate 

arguments. Have knowledge and bring it over to 

all parties. 

Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee 

“Meervoudige partijdigheid” (Multiple 

partnership) 

Ability to follow every line in the story. To take 

distance from interests, to focus on the parties and 

people that are relevant in the context. The 

informal and formal demand needs to be defined. 

#1 ground attitude in all (complex) situations. 

Interest of client is always #1. 

Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee 

Communicative skills E.g. able to converse systematically and with the 

big players and end users in the field. 

Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee, 

Anja van der Aa 
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Network and group dynamics Facilitate network and group dynamics to achieve 

common grounds and goals. That means 

following the process, get messages out of the 

process and take the lead in doing something with 

these messages. 

Ben Venneman 

Contextual zooming out; context analysis To define the mechanisms, patterns, interests and 

personal demands. 

Ben Venneman 

Operate on different levels Ability to chess on different tables: tactical, 

operational, strategical. It’s “give and take”. 

Because due to “meervoudige partijdigheid”, 

everyone that is part of the problem, is part of the 

solution (on all levels) 

Ben Venneman, Erik Steketee 

Satisfaction level of evaluation Do not be satisfied too fast. Keep evaluating and 

be thrilled to know all ins and outs of everything. 

Ben Venneman 

Proactivity  To signal all problems and do something about it. 

Don’t wait for other to pick signals up. 

Ben Venneman 

Self-insight Know how you influence others and how others 

influence you. Be conscious of your own norms 

and values. 

Ben Venneman 

Formulate learning goals Define the result and the activities that are import 

to achieve this result. Monitor on the basis of 

result and activities, not on the basis of 

agreements. Agreements are often not formulated 

concrete and SMART enough. 

Ben Venneman 
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Discretionary space “Scharrelruimte” Take space to work outside the given standards. Ben Venneman 

Logistical smartness, strategical intellectual Achieve information, so you know who with what 

interests to ask for meetings. You need to be 

strategically intellectual for that, in thinking and 

organizing. 

Erik Steketee 

Use of community power Knowing how to involve inhabitants and their 

demand in the whole process. 

Anja van der Aa 

Privacy of inhabitants. Know how to deal with privacy of all people in 

the neighbourhood 

Anja van der Aa 

Health of inhabitants Know how to keep the inhabitants of your 

neighbourhood healthy and vital (for contribution 

to activities of neighbourhood) 

Anja van der Aa 

Process architecture When inhabitants have more dossiers, 

comorbidity, different care paths exist in the 

neighbourhood. The relation between these paths 

needs to be defined and optimized. 

Anja van der Aa 
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Tasks 

Task/Code Description Which expert mentioned this? 

To keep overview, be organizer.  Bart de Vries 

informal leadership Geen zeggingsmacht maar zeggingskracht. Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman, Anja van der Aa, 

Erik Steketee 

Execution of “meervoudige partijdigheid” Everyone that is part of the problem is part of the 

solution. That means collaboration between 

parties is one thing, but one should look to all 

people that are involved from the beginning. 

Ben Venneman 

Testing On tactical and strategical level, reference 

frameworks exist. The network coordinator 

should also test on the daily practice level. 

Ben Venneman 

Bridge builder Involve people in a way that questions are asked 

on how to improve practice with the network 

goals, to ensure bridging theory with practice. 

Ben Venneman 

Plans of societal, economical and intrinsic worth. Network coordinators coordinate that what is 

complex, instead of looking in how it could be 

less complex, in an efficient way. 

Ben Venneman 

1 plan of action In plan of action all collaboration and process 

agreements are defined. 

Erik Steketee 

Strong information position 

Data- and knowledge management 

To reduce unnecessary processes in the chain. 

Make sure you know your population count and 

have all information ready. 

Erik Steketee, Anja van der Aa 

Solve structural problems on higher strategical 

level 

Right now network coordinators solve “little 

fires/brandjes”, but nothing structural. Make sure 

to function on strategic level, not only on 

emotional tactical level, to make structural 

agreements with powerful parties and solve 

structural problems. 

Erik Stektee, Anja van der Aa 

Keep your network alive. By connecting parties and give a lot of 

information of the latest (inter)national 

developments, standards etc. 

Erik Steketee, Anja van der Aa 

Demand inhabitants of neighbourhood = #1 Put this demand number 1 and make this demand 

explicit. 

Anja van der Aa 
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Make use of community power 

“Gemeenschapskracht” 

It’s necessary to know which vital people can 

contribute to the neighbourhood they live in. This 

is starting point of the process responsible person, 

because the demand of inhabitants is not the 

demand/interest of organizations. 

Anja van der Aa 

 

Activities/Factors influencing collaboration in/between networks 

Competency/Code Description Which expert mentioned this? 

Practical wisdom (“Praktische wijsheid”) Know the DNA of the context and neighbourhood 

you work in. Know the game of seduction to let 

people participate with the network goals. Use 

“short lines/korte lijntjes” and lobby to achieve 

support. 

Ben Venneman 

Networks and chains are too open-ended without 

obligation nowadays (Praatclubs) 

Reference frameworks lack and context changes 

continually. 

Anja van der Aa 

More connection to the demand Though, coordination is still based on the ideas 

arisen from chains and networks 

Anja van der Aa 

Network coordinator brings a lot to make sure 

his/her position is settled and clear. 

Brings e.g. knowledge, insights, logistic solutions 

and relationships. 

Erik Steketee 

 

 

 

Other logics mentioned 

Logic/Code Description Which expert mentioned this? 

Define what a competency is. Competency = successful behaviour that 

contributes to performing a certain job well (e.g. 

network coordinator). Keep in mind how the 

definitions relate to operational behaviour. 

Define specific competencies well, so that every 

respondent reflects on the same competency 

(speak the same language) 

Bart de Vries 

A competency/function(job) profile consists of 7 

or 8 competencies max.  

A profile is about the essence of the job. First the 

must haves (those 7 or 8), second the nice-to-

haves. Define: what is the biggest risk if the 

Bart de Vries 
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person executing this job does(/n’t) have this 

competency? 

The context, policy and political situation is 

different for every network coordinator. 

 Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman 

In every sector, network coordinator is in its core 

the same. The context determines the language 

and interests in which he/she has to operate. 

 Bart de Vries, Ben Venneman 

The core tasks of the network coordinator didn’t 

change since Ben’s profile of 2010 

 Ben Venneman 

Definition of a “chain”, “keten” Actors after each other, a chain of processes. 

Though, inside 1 process 30 parties could work 

with the same case. Chain is not working on a 

parallel level, though parallel activities inside the 

same process can still be a chain of processes. 

 A chain has certain agreements, 

behavioural codes, professionality, 

quality norms etc. in which all chain 

partners agree and work with. 

Erik Steketee 

Definition of a network Is a collaboration model in which parties find 

each other when they need each other, due to 

common goals. Nobody is formally directed and 

needs to have the same norms and values as in a 

chain. 

Erik Steketee 
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Competency models for integrated coordinators following the literature 

Author Summary Competencies and/or tasks of network coordinator 

COMPETENCIES 

O’Leary, Choi, Gerard 

(2012) 

 

Thorough empirical study among 

305 US Senior Executive Service 

Members of 71 federal agencies, that 

reports the strong importance of 

individual attributes for ‘successful 

collaborators’. Based their study on 

previous studies regarding to skill 

sets for successful collaborators 

(table 1, p. 3-4). 

 

Chosen, because: The vast majority 

of current literature focuses on 

organizations and networks, not on 

the individuals who collaborate or on 

the role of their collaborative skills in 

the success of collaboration. This 

study focuses on the skill set which 

is useful for this study to elaborate. 

From most to least frequently, the following skill set of the successful collaborator is mentioned: 

1) Personal attributes: open minded, patience, self-confident and risk oriented, flexible, unselfish, 

persistent and diligent, diplomatic, honesty and integrity, empathetic, trustworthy, respectful, goal 

oriented, self-aware, decisive, friendly, sense of humour. 

2) Interpersonal skills (seen as “broadly applied learnt characteristics used to appropriately interact with 

others” (Van Wart, 2005:92)): works well with people, good communicator, excellent listener. 

3) Group process skills (seen as “broadly applied learnt characteristics used to appropriately interact with 

others in groups” (Van Wart, 2005:92)):  facilitation, negotiation, interest-based or collaborative 

problem solving, skill in group dynamics, organizational culture and dealing with persons, compromise, 

conflict resolution (+de-escalation), consensus building and mediation. 

4) Strategic leadership (seen as “a person’s ability to create a vision”): big picture thinking, facilitate 

leadership, creative approaches to problem solving, sharing of leadership, power and credit. 

5) Substantial/technical knowledge: Technical knowledge of the subject area, project management and 

organization skills, time management. 

Note: strategic leadership skills and technical skills are not unimportant, they are not most important for 

successful collaborations. Like the study among Google employees by Bryant (2011) reported, the most highly 

desirable skills for collaboration are people skills and process skills, as well as particular personal attributes. 

COMPETENCIES 

Aetsveld (2018) 

Dutch study regarding to 

competencies of the integral project 

leader of social domains (25 

respondents from police, public 

prosecution, tax authorities, 

municipalities, RIEC’s, private 

parties), with the use of IPMA 

Competence Baseline 4 (2016). This 

web article adds a Dutch dimension 

The following competencies were mentioned as most applicable: 

1) Personal and social competencies: 

- Personal communication (effective communication, accurate information exchange, transparency to 

all people involved). 

- Leadership (stimulation to certain directions and collaboration, guidance to employees, adaptation 

of style and method of leadership to different involved). 

- Teamwork (development of common goals and principles in the group, provide safety and 

openness, enlarge mutual involvement which enhances collaboration). 

2) Technical competencies: 
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of necessary competencies to the 

study of O’Leary, Choi and Gerard. 

- Risks and opportunities (to anticipate and act when needed: to reduce risk, exploit opportunities and 

adjust plans). 

- Stakeholders (to identify them, organize well, inform them and to satisfy them with the result. 

3) Additional competencies focused on steering partnerships: 

- Environmental sensitivity (informed internally/externally about organizational, societal and 

political developments). 

- Management sensitivity (anticipation on relevant events possibly influencing policy and positions 

of involved directors). 

- Tied leadership (working with and leadership to different interests, identities and perspectives). 

- Leadership without formal power (ability to operate without hierarchical authority). 

- Personal stability (staying afloat between different interests, identities). 

COMPETENCIES 

V.d Aa & Konijn (2001) 

Dutch book “Ketens, ketenregisseurs 

en ketenontwikkeling” with insights 

based on interviews from practice on 

what chains, networks and network 

coordinators are. Though this book 

does not prove anything 

scientifically, it’s useful for this 

thesis due to the amount of time the 

authors spent conversing with 

network coordinators about their 

tasks, struggles and qualities. 

V.d. Aa & Konijn give an overview of the necessary personal characteristics of a network coordinator: 

1) Flexible: Able to take on many different roles and have different tasks to be able to work in different 

situations. 

2) Adjust: To their surroundings if that’s necessary for the context. 

3) Passion and drive: Strongly motivated by their own passion and drive for what they’re looking for in 

life and work. 

4) Freedom to act: Gives their own interpretation of their work, sometimes provided by others, but makes 

his/her own choices. 

5) Accept position: That position has to be re-acquired over and over again at different tables and that 

he/she is constantly put to test by network partners.  

6) People connoisseur: ability to motivate other people and is prepared to invest in support and 

involvement, also by giving other people and organizations their space. 

 

Besides, the most important competencies of the network coordinator are mentioned: 

1) Helicopter view (internally/externally): ability to look with the overview of all knowledge, experiences, 

insights and visions needed. Therefore, a position where this is possible is taken as well as a position 

where the maximum of information can be gathered. 

2) Look ahead: analysis and synthesis are dependent on observation of all key players and stakeholders. 

Looking is the basis of action. 
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3) Estimation and feasibility: ability to estimate the process and (im)materials needed. They are tireless 

when it comes to motivating people to perform for the networks goals. 

4) Directing people and relationships: identifying key players, responding to their needs but able to 

mention what NC stands for. 

5) Speaks language of context: empathy, skills and knowledge are needed for interpretation of all his/her 

roles in the network, for who different key players are needed. 

6) Marketing: ability to talk with suppliers and clients. 

TASKS 

Venneman (2010) 

Job description of the network 

coordinator (focused on steering and 

control rather than execution tasks) 

by Ben Venneman, in collaboration 

with Movisie. The core tasks and 

work processes are elaborated, 

mentioning that due to the tangle of 

connections, dependencies and 

interests of networks, network 

coordinators are appointed. 

Job description: 

1) Catalyser: Organiser and connector within partnerships. 

2) Collaboration needs leadership and direction (Delden, 2009), but gives direction to executing 

professionals without being their employer. 

3) Coordinator on different levels. 

4) Sensitive to relationships. Stimulates the connection between tasks in a network (responsible for plan of 

action that’s suitable for all parties involved, their autonomies, wishes, interests and needs included). 

5) Task is to build a well-functioning network. 

6) Recognition of policy gaps and anticipation when needed. 

7) Able to create a covering support- and care supplies for different targets in the region. 

8) Dares to take own position and have an own vision, in the middle of different local, institutional and 

political-directional interests. 

9) Three roles are task of the network coordinator: 

- The investigative role: to assess problems and do research when problems occur. 

- The process monitoring role: to monitor and test the agreements made in the plan of action, to make 

sure the organizations deliver added value to the client. 

- The driving, leading role: gives direction to those working with the plan of action. 

 

The six core tasks following from the job description are as follows: 

1) To take control of the network. 

2) Signalling and policy advising.   

3) Consultation. 

4) Evaluation. 

5) Management of files. 
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6) Networking, PR and informing. 

 

Three behavioural impulses who influence results of partnerships are mentioned: 

1) Intentional impulse: Create conditions for powerful collaboration on the network level. 

2) Activist collaboration: gives direction to practical results on the short term. 

3) Connective impulse: to determine results for the long term, through working on the connection between 

tasks, clear network goals and results, and through elaborating the method of the network. 

 

COMPETENCIES 

Lastly, a few function/quality requirements from the collaboration of Movisie/VOLON (2009) are described. A 

network coordinator must be able: to operate independently, to be clear and decisive in his/her communication, 

communicative, connective, have mediation skills, convincing, initiating, dare to speak about members’ 

responsibilities, working process/plan-wise, must be accessible for citizens, network partners and their 

individuals. It is important to create group dynamics and that he/she is good in relationship management. 

He/she needs to be creative and stimulates creativity, but also collects management information and prepares 

reports. 

COMPETENCIES 

Toezicht Sociaal Domein 

(VWS) 

Gives a summary of the 

competencies needed for the network 

coordinator of vulnerable families. 

This domain and coordination is 

meant for the individual case 

domain. This thesis doesn’t focus on 

the individual coordinator role, 

though, the competencies seemed too 

relevant for network coordinators 

overall that these should be 

mentioned and used for inspiration. 

The network coordinator is seen as coordinator of processes and as “connector” of the network, with the 

following competencies needed: 

1) Cultural sensitivity 

- Conscious about the chosen frame of reference. 

- Good listener, empathetic, is open for differences (ethical, cultural, social context). 

2) Build and maintain relationships 

- To win trust. 

- Communication of ideas, positions and decisions. 

- Being accessible and approachable. 

3) Group-oriented leadership 

- Provide direction and guidance, by carrying out the directing role actively and make sure his/her 

role as network coordinator is accepted. 

- Ability to establish and maintain collaboration. 

4) Adaptability 

- Insight into behaviour and motives, needs of others. 

- To act efficiently by adaptation to a changing context, tasks, responsibilities and people. 

5) Persuasiveness 
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- To define limits for the sake of the network. 

- To support his/her chosen position with facts. 

- Is confident.  

6) Self-knowledge 

- Insight in own identity, norms and values, strengths and weaknesses, qualities, competencies, 

interests, ambitions and behaviour. 

- Prepared for intervision and reflection on personal functioning and professional actions in a societal 

context.  

7) Problem solving ability 

- Ability to signal problems and analyse them to find suitable solutions with different perspectives. 

- Works in a decisive way. 

- Takes underlying problems into account. 

8) Decisiveness 

- To take action on time. 

- Stay focused on the goal, despite distractions and opposite perspectives. 

9) Organizational skills 

- Indicates in a concrete and measurable way what the goal is, in what domain and what terms. 

- Is able to determine priorities effectively, with actions, timespan and resources. 

10) Helicopter view 

- The overview is there and maintained. 

- Monitors the process and progress of agreements made. 

 

Provan & Kenis (2008) 

Gebruiken voor 

beschrijven wat doet 

netwerkmanagement 

(manieren van hoe 

netwerkmanagement kan 

zijn, op welke manieren 

het ingezet kan worden) 

Soorten van governance; wat is 

netwerkmanagement, voor aparte 

paragraaf gebruiken in TF 

3 vormen van network governance: Shared Governance en met name Lead Organization en Network 

Administrative Organization. 

 3 vormen van network governance; SG, LO, NAO, waarbij bij de laatste 2 het belang van de netwerk 

coordinator voor de effectiviteit van het netwerk uitgelegd worden. 

 Provan & Kenis laten zien dat in netwerken een vorm van governance noodzakelijk is, waarbij 3 

vormen worden onderscheiden: 

1) Shared Governance: meest ‘pure’ vorm van netwerkmanageemnt. Alle betrokken partijen besturen 

samen het netwerk. 

In de gevallen hierna wordt een deel van de verantwoordelijkheid aan een ‘netwerkmanager’ 

gedelegeerd: 
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2) Lead Organisation: de meest centrale of sterke actor in het netwerk neemt de rol van 

‘netwerkmanager’ op zich. 

3) Network Administrative Organisation: de betrokken partijen definiëren een onafhankelijke 

faciliterende actor.  

2+3 kunnen de rol alleen vervullen als de betrokken partijen accepteren dat de LO of NAO interventies 

doet om het proces van samenwerking op gang te brengen en te houden 

 Op welke niveau opereren keten/netwerkregisseurs dementie? 

1) Strategisch niveau: bestuurders 

2) Tactisch/programma niveau: dagelijkse besturing en samenwerking op operationeel niveau wordt 

gefaciliteerd. 

3) Operationeel/productie niveau: diensten en acties worden geleverd door samenwerkende 

professionals uit verschillende organsaties. 

Zowel partijen op tactisch nieau met elkaar verbinden (horizontaal), als operationeel met strategisch 

niveau verbinden (bijv. In de vorm van stuurgroepen). 

 

TASKS 

Agranoff & McGuire 

(2001) 

A&M define 4 categories of network 

management activities, who are 

useful, taken into consideration that 

competencies are needed for 

fulfilling specific tasks of the 

network coordinator. 

The four categories are: 

1) Activation: Determining the formation of the network by choosing the organizations that take part in 

the network. 

2) Framing: To capture rules, norms, values, roles and structure of all involved. 

3) Mobilizing: Organization of support and effort. 

4) Synthesizing: To facilitate interaction and trust between network partners. 

COMPETENCIES 

Klijn, Steijn & Edelenbos 

(2010) 

In this article is mentioned that 

network managers need to have 

‘connective ability (p. 1076)’ for the 

effectivity of the network: they know 

how to identify and connect crucial 

actors with each other. 

The network coordinator could gain ‘connective ability’ by maintaining the following things: 

1) Exploration of the field. 

2) Connection. 

3) Facilitation. 

4) Process design. 

COMPETENCIES 

Schruijer (2011) 

Gives an overview in her article 

about the qualities, attitudes and 

skills “collaborative leaders” (in my 

Just like leaders in organizations, collaborative leaders are busy with: 
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opinion like network coordinators) 

need to have. Is useful to this thesis, 

due to the multiple authors she used 

in her article to describe these 

qualities, attitudes and skills. 

Motivating, involving, supporting, mobilizing, controlling, manipulating, representing, legitimating, delegating 

and interpreting (Huxham & Vangen, 2005). Besides, collaborative leaders catalyse, convene, energize and 

facilitate others to create visions and solve problems (Chrislip & Larson, 1994). 

 

The qualities, attitudes, skills of the network coordinator to establish collaboration, following Armistead..2007, 

chrislip and larson 1994, crosby and bryson 2010, cum and wor 1993, ospina and foldy 2010, through Schruijer, 

are as follows: 

- Have political sensitivity: Ability to work with diversity in interests, identities and perspectives. 

- Systemic insight. 

- Ability to handle conflicts and to build trust. 

- Neutralizing power differences between parties. 

- Ability to identify different stakeholders, and facilitate interaction between them. 

- Ability to take and maintain a neutral position. 

- Ability to operate without formal power/hierarchical authority. 

- Ability to handle with complexity and ambiguity. 

- Process-oriented without formal power position: Being a serving person without own agenda 

COMPETENCIES 

Min. BZK (2016) 

A vision on public leadership of the 

‘Algemene Bestuursdienst’ of the 

Ministry of internal affairs and royal 

relations, which advocates there’s no 

ideal-typical leader, but that there are 

3 types of qualities which every 

public leader must have: 

collaboration skills, integrity and 

reflection. This vision is taken into 

consideration because the network 

coordinator is also a type of public 

leader. 

Public leadership requires:  

- Ability to give direction to an organization by being its valuable figurehead. 

- Inspiring skills. 

- Courage to take position in political-administrative context with a lot of uncertainties. 

 

The qualities every public leader, and thus network coordinator, should have: 

1) Collaboration skills 

- Shared leadership in practice, meaning more roles and individuals executing leadership, to bring 

knowledge together in the network and to create critical perspectives. 

- Collaboration based on the ‘broader’ domain instead of the ‘own’ domain. 

- Actively searching for collaboration and co-creation, by leading vertically and horizontally. 

- Is capable of looking from different perspectives, cross borders, and bring people with different 

backgrounds together. 

2) Integrity on the daily basis 

- Working sincerely and from a moral compass. 
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- Consciously serving the public interest. 

- Is transparent and traceable. 

- Is independent in own behaviour, stays him/herself. 

- Is courageous. 

3) Reflection 

- Has self-insight. 

- Organizes reflection in the field with science and practice together. 

- Asks the right questions for determining the course and position (e.g. 5R: Richting, Ruimte, 

Relatie, Resultaat, Rekenschap). 

- Can take position and exercise authority based on content and process (ability to say ‘no’, radiate 

political calmness). 

- Is autonomous.  
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Competency models for integrated coordinators following Dutch regional programs  

Author Summary 

In general, it is important to take practical 

documents into consideration, because 

Dutch practical research regarding to 

competencies of the network coordinator 

does not exist yet. Therefore, in this 

thesis, both empirical literature and 

practical documents are combined. The 

health care programs are chosen on the 

basis of the content of possible 

competencies or tasks of the network 

coordinator. 

Competencies & Tasks of network coordinator 

TASKS & 

COMPETENCIES 

Competency profile 

Dutch CVA Network 

Coordinator (2012) 

This document could give direction to the 

possible necessary competencies for the 

network coordinator of a Dutch dementia 

care network, because the CVA care in the 

Netherlands is also complex and 

organized in networks, managed by a 

network coordinator 

Effectiveness and efficiency of the CVA-network is promoted by the presence of a network 

coordinator. 

The network coordinator must be able to perform the following tasks: 

- Active on the tactical level, so not on the individual case level. 

- Has the role to secure and anchor the network. 

- Keeps an eye on the network, which includes the notion of disruptions. 

- Maintains contact with network partners. 

- Responsible for monitoring quality and performance of the network. 

- Prepares the strategic consultation. 

- Is the central point of contact for drivers/directors. 

- Is serving the total of the network, not just one party from that network. 

To perform these tasks, the following personal characteristics (competencies) are necessary: 

- Helicopter view. 

- Visionary and focused on results. 

- Steering on people/relationships, makes use of key figures. 

- Speaks the language of the context/surroundings. 

- Has sense of conflicts of interests and resistances. 

- Is able to determine the agenda for new consultancy tables. 
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- Has sense of administrative relations. 

- Is flexible in handling course changes. 

- Is able to direct large projects. 

- Can create movement. 

TASKS & 

COMPETENCIES 

Dutch dementia health 

care program Noord-

Limburg (2014) 

The few Dutch dementia health care 

programs that say something about tasks 

and competencies of their network 

coordinators are mentioned here and 

below. 

The network coordinator works under responsibility of the steering group Noord-Limburg and is 

responsible for directing, monitoring and guaranteeing quality. The following tasks are mentioned: 

- Tests if the network works following the plan of action. 

- Supports organizations in fulfilling their roles and how to handle instruments. 

- Registers, measures and reports results to steering group, municipalities and insurance 

companies. 

- Takes action for improvement and monitors it. 

- Maintains necessary (regional) contacts. 

- Keeps track of national, regional and provincial development and follows this 

development. 

- Talks/Consults with other network partners in the region. 

- Directs projects for quality improvement. 

- Gives presentations and guest lectures. 

- Is board member of the Dutch association of dementia care networks (DNN). 

- Is permitted to steer organizations (with a mandatory character). 

 

To perform the tasks above, the following competencies are needed: 

- Has a HBO+ level. 

- Has knowledge and experience with project work and integrated care via networks. 

- Can build bridges between the different interests of organizations and professionals. 

- Is a stimulator and motivator for the ones involved. 

- Formulates transparent and concrete. 

- Is able to address parties’ responsibilities. 

- Perseverance. 

- Assertiveness, combined with flexibility. 

TASKS  Tasks of the network coordinator: 

- Owes responsibility to the steering group. 
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Dutch dementia health 

care program Midden-

Limburg (2014) 

- Is responsible for executing agreements made between network partners. 

- Develops, within frameworks, care-related policy. 

- Is the link between project group, work groups, and the network of national, provincial 

and regional contacts in care and well-being, with condition creating (financial) 

municipalities. 

No competencies needed for performing these tasks are mentioned in this document. 

TASKS 

Dutch dementia health 

care program Helmond 

(2015) 

 The network coordinator is called “program leader” in this region’s care program. 

Tasks: 

- Organizes 11 times a year the ‘steunpunt overleg’, and organizes continuity and 

alignment in this ‘steunpunt overleg’. 

- To set up, evaluate and adjust the two-year plan. 

- Owes responsibility to the steering group, by presenting the quarterly reports. 

- Maintains (regional) necessary contacts and their developments. 

- Has meetings with other program leaders (NC’s) of the organization Quartz (this is the 

organization the program leaders belong to). 

- Executing the two-year plan by starting and working on projects. 

- Organizes 2 times a year a meeting for casemanagers for the exchange of knowledge and 

to improve their expertise. 

- Organizes 1 or 2 times a year a meeting for all network partners. 

No competencies needed for performing these tasks are mentioned in this document. 

TASKS 

Dutch dementia health 

care program Zuid-

Kennemerland (2015) 

 Tasks of the project coordinator of the steering group (called network coordinator), but has a different 

role than network coordinators in other documents (!). Is appointed every 2 years. 

Tasks: 

- Supports and facilitates the director of the steering group. 

- Supports the project group and work groups. 

- Monitors improvements/results of the project. 

- Maintains contact with the national network and reports results of it. 

- (!) Does not have any formal authority/responsibility of project/program. 

No competencies needed for performing these tasks are mentioned in this document. 

TASKS  Tasks of the network coordinator: 
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Dutch dementia health 

care program 

Maastricht-Heuvelland 

(2014) 

- Initiates action to achieve agreed goals and methods. 

- Monitors development and cohesion of actions and steers situation when needed. 

- Tests results on frames and goals of DNN. 

- Advises organizations on steps that need to be taken. 

- Speaks to organizations about their contribution to the network and advises them. 

- Gives functional and operational leadership to casemanagers (Zorg Traject Begeleiders). 

- Sets organizational conditions for casemanagers. 

- Reports to steering group and advises them. 

- Is contact person on behalf of the region. 

No competencies needed for performing these tasks are mentioned in this document. 

TASKS & 

COMPETENCIES 

Dutch dementia health 

care program 

Zoetermeer (2016) 

 Tasks of the network coordinator: 

- Initiates and accompanies the process of network development on substantive and 

managerial level, for management and care professionals who take care of this process. 

Characteristics and competencies: 

- Is creator, builder: connects different interests, parties, processes etc. 

- Is initiator, stimulator: launches and maintains collaboration. 

- Is facilitator: the ability to use instruments that contribute to the network goals. 

- Monitor, of processes: ensures supervision and quality assurance. 

- Is not formal leader: does not have formal power. 

TASKS & 

COMPETENCIES 

Palliative phase health 

care program 

Westelijke Mijnstreek 

(2016) 

Contains tasks and competencies of 

palliative health care, not dementia health 

care. 

Seems to have the same competencies as 

the Dutch dementia health care program 

De Bilt... 

The network coordinator is responsible for the coordination of implementation, further development, 

evaluation and assurance of the required care in the palliative phase. 

Tasks: 

- Initiates action to achieve agreed goals and methods. 

- Monitors development and cohesion of actions and steers situation when needed. 

- Tests results on frames and goals of the project. 

- Advises organizations on steps that need to be taken. 

- Speaks to organizations about their contribution to the network and advises them. 

- Advises steering group, daily board and project group (solicited and unsolicited!) 

- Maintains contact with partners and coordinators of the network. 

- Is authorized to: initiate actions in/between organizations, give instructions regarding to 

actions, speaks to organizations about keeping their promises and agreements. 
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Competencies: 

- Works in a planned and structured manner. 

- Is a good communicator (orally clear and clear in writing). 

- Is enthusiastic, stimulating, positive supporting attitude. 

- Has organizational sensitivity: has eye for the interests of organizations, roles/positions of 

professionals and volunteers. 

- Builds bridges: knows how to unite organizations with different interests. 

- Pioneer: finds it challenging to find new ways. 

- Result oriented: agreements and goals are central in the actions. 

- Has a HBO+ level of thinking. 

- Has leadership skills. 

- Has knowledge of palliative care.  

Dutch dementia health 

care program De Bilt 

(2017) 

 Tasks: 

- Coordinates implementation, development, evaluation and anchoring of the network care 

of the region. 

- Initiates action to achieve agreed goals and methods. 

- Monitors development and cohesion of actions and steers situation when needed, advisor 

role. 

- Keeps track of national, regional and provincial development and follows this 

development. 

- Coordinates, organizes and leads the meetings of the operational group. 

- Tests results on frames and goals of the ‘Zorgstandaard Dementie’. 

Competencies needed to perform these tasks: 

- Works in a planned and structured manner. 

- Is a good communicator (orally clear and clear in writing). 

- Is enthusiastic (driver to high performance), stimulating, positive supporting attitude. 

- Has organizational sensitivity: has eye for the interests of organizations, roles/positions of 

professionals and volunteers. 

- Builds bridges: knows how to unite organizations with different interests. 

- Pioneer: finds it challenging to find new ways. 

- Result oriented: agreements and goals are central in the actions. 
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- Network coordinator stands ‘above’ all parties, but not formally, as collaborator. 

- Has a HBO+ level of working and thinking. 

- Has leadership/coordination skills. 

- Has knowledge of and experience with dementia care (locally and nationally). 
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Op gebied van samenwerking/factoren van netwerk coordinators: 

O’Leary, Choi & Gerard (2012) 

- Voor effectieve samenwerking tussen/in organisaties zijn de skills van officials en managers van belang. 

- “Organizations may appear to collaborate, but in fact it is individuals respresenting organizations who collaborate” (Frederickson, 2007:16). Ook 

beetje in H1 genoemd. 

- Reasons to collaborate: 

 Attempt to create a product, service or outcome that organizations alone could not produce. 

 To increase performance (SES): way to implement program in superior way, enhance a project that otherwise is not possible, increase economic 

benefits, better serve the public. 

- Challenges of collaboration: 

 Relational challenges, who are mostly all about people: turf wars (power struggles), group characteristics (personalities, the right people around 

the table), reaching consensus/achieving buy-in.  

 Communication challenges. 

 Lack of mutual trust. 

- Catalysts of collaboration: 

 Leadership (strong, senior or new). 

 Common/shared view of mission. 

 Attitude participants. 

 Willingness to collaborate. 

 Success. 

 Personal relationships. 

 Communication. 

 Trust. 

 Previous successful collaboration. 

 O’Leary, Choi & Gerard define collaboration as “the process of facilitating and operating in multiorganizational arrangements to solve problems 

that cannot be solved or easily solved by single organizations” (Agranoff and McGuire 2003). 

 In O’Leary, Choi & Gerard: One report identifies eight collaborative practices from the study of three efforts (Healthy People 2010, health resource 

sharing between the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of Defense, and wildland fire management) and refers to leadership, trust, 

and organizational culture as important factors underlying succesful collaborations. 

Huxham & Vangen (2005):84 
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- Collaborations are enacted by individuals, who are linked to organizations that form the collaboration, and who commonly are acting in a 

representative function. 

- In collaborative activities, they tend to converse about their aims and those of their partners at three levels: 

1) Level of collaboration 

2) Level of participating organizations 

3) Level of participating individuals 

 

Overeenkomsten O’Leary & Aetsveld 

- Relatief weinig vaktechnische competenties worden verwacht, evenals domein kennis competenties. Verklaring: terugval van netwerk coordinator 

mogelijk op project teamleden die kennis en competentie bezitten. 

- Dus afdoende “te herkennen wat nodig is” en beschikbare kennis ervaring effectief in te zetten. 

- Gezochte competenties vooral op gebied van: persoonlijke kracht en interactie met anderen en omgeving, ofwel sociaal communicatief vaardig 

leider. 

Indicatoren voor succesvolle samenwerking volgens Kaats & Opheij (2013) uit Aetsveld (2018) 

1) To work on a shared ambition. 

2) Connection of different interests. 

3) Stimulation of a reciprocal relationship. 

4) Organization of collaboration. 

5) Continue to work on the process of collaboration. 

Besides, people should shift their minds in collaboration from hierarchical logic (get as much as possible) to network logic: in addition to the organization’s 

own interests, other organization’s interests are taken into account as well (what do we get out of this collaboration AND what do we have to offer?) 

Eventually, the following aspects are the key to collaboration (Bremekamp, Kaats, Opheij, Vermeulen, 2010): 
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1) Increase trust (Schruijer & Vansina, 2007), built on: genuine interest, openness and transparency, reliability and consistency. 

2) Recognize and use power differences: power is the structural drive in interpersonal relationships and in networks (Mulder, 2004), and the most 

powerful actor should be reserved in the actions, because the most powerful actor has system responsibility in the network (Bruin & Heuvelhof, 

2004). 

3) Use conflicts to give meaning to collaboration (van Dongen et al., 1996) and exist because sometimes there’s little eye for the psychological aspects 

(intergroup and interpersonal aspects) of collaboration (Schruijer & Vansina, 2007). 

4) Ensure connective leadership: ask each other from who the collaboration process is. Without connecting leader (in our case the network 

coordinator), the collaboration is hollowed. Often, parties can initiate collaboration, but to keep it an ongoing process is difficult, due to their own 

interests and lack of trust. Therefore, as network coordinator, an independent, connective position is needed. 

5) Guarantee value creation by making sure both parties are getting what they both aimed for to get out of the collaboration. 

Overeenkomsten Aetsveld & Venneman & Schruijer & praktisch document cva-coordinator & doc Zoetermeer 

- Netwerk coordinator leads the network but without formal power. Must be accepted by all networkpartners. 

- Samenwerken op basis van deskundigheden, niet hiërarchische verhoudingen, regelt eigen regie en doelen. 

Overeenkomsten Venneman & Vd Aa Konijn & visie BZK & document CVA 

- Netwerk coordinator/public leader is director on different levels. (operationeel, tactisch, strategisch) 

- More roles and individuals that execute leadership together (shared leadership) 

- Different levels ook in Provan & Kenis (2008); 3 vormen van governance 


